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,UKON BAZZOLI 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Post OEce Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503 
FAX: (208) 587-2147 
1SB#55 12 
D-4 THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH STjDICML DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, PM AND FOR THE GOUNV OF ELLMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
) Case No. CR-2003-000444 1 
Plaintiff, 1 
) 
VS. 1 MOTION REGARDING 
1 PRIVILEGE 
ALBERT A. CICCONE 1 
) 
Defendant. 1 
COMES NOW, The State of Idaho, by and through the Elmore County Aaron Bazzoli, 
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney and hereby moves this Court to grant trial evidentiary rulings 
on the following evidentiary matters: 
1. RULE 518 EVIDENCE: 
I.R.E. 51 8 permits the Defendant to claim a privilege in a criminal action to refbse to 
disclose and to prevent any other person &om disclosing confidential communications made in the 
furtherance of the rendition of licensed social worker services. I.R.E. 51 8(b). A confidential 
communication if it is not intended to be disclosed to a third party except persons present to further 
the interest of the client in the consultation or interview. I.R.E. 518(a)(3). A client is defined 
broadly as a person who is rendered licensed social worker services. I.R.E. 5 1 8(a). 
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In this rnatter the State intends to introduce evidence from a meeting between the decedent, 
Defendant, and members of the Air Force Family Services d e p m e n t  including Steve Neff? who 
met with and counseled Decedent and Defendant the day decedent was killed. The State alleges 
that this infomation is not covered by the privilege, not confidential, and it is relevant to show the 
decedent and Defendant's state of mind one to two hours before she was killed. 
A. ATTACHMENTS: Attached to this Motion are the MWAFB Fmi ly  Advocacy 
Records the State intends to introduce: 
Exhibit A for the purposes of this Motion consists of the contacts notes for Tina Patterson, 
the New Parent Support Program information filled out by Kathleen Ciccone, the decedent in this 
matter. The information contains a screening form filled out in Tina Patterson's presence by 
Kathleen Ciccone on October 10,2003. The documents also include a Scorer's index of the 
responses for the purposes of assessment and the Health Care Records Privacy Act Statement. 
Exhibit B for the purposes of this Motion consists of Family Advocacy Program Notes and 
documents of Decedent and Defendant for purposes of voluntary counseling and information 
accumulated by Edna Lacey. The first page is a telephone contact by Kathleen Ciccone to Ms. 
Lacey for intake and referral in October 8,2003. On October 9,2003 Kathleen came in and filled 
out paperwork and met with Steve Neff. The paperwork she filled out was the Intake form, The 
information regarding Informed Consent and notes the voluntariness of the program, a health care 
records privacy act form, and the Limitations on the Confidentiality of the Family Advocacy 
Program form. Also includes are the same forms signed by Defendant on October 1,2003. 
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Exhibit C is the notes and assessment documenls From MSW Steven Neffregarding his 
meeting with decedent on October 9,2003 and the meeting with decedent and Defendant on 
October 16,2003. 
B. ADMISSIBILITY OF DOCUMENTS AND TESTIRIONY 
As to Exhibit A, the infomation is admissible without claim of privilege by Defendant as 
he was not the client for these pwoses and it is the information of the Decedent. The documents 
are kept in the regular course of business and are for the purposes of assessment of Decedent's 
needs. The documents are not hearsay as to the statements by Decedent as they are statements of 
her then exishg state of mind, mental, emotional or physical condition and not testimonial. I.R.E. 
503(3) and (4). See also, definition of Testimonial statement, State v. Doe, Docket No: 29560 (Ct. 
App. 2004). 
As to Exhibit B, the initial information is admissible as stated above as it is not testimonial 
and was taken for the purposes of assessment and referral. The decedent and Defendant signed 
documents which clearly limits the privilege protections and even states in bold letters, 'WE DO 
NOT WAVE PRlVlLEGED COMMUNICATION. You are not under aby obligation to make any 
oral or written statements." The document goes on to read, "Our records are accessible if an 
inquiry is made from a proper authority and may be used against you in a trial or other judicial or 
administrative proceedings." This document was signed by Albert Ciccone, witnessed by Edna 
Lacey on October 16,2003 before meeting with Steven Neff. 
As to Exhibit C, the documents clearly show the limitations of the statements as well as the 
fact that by definition of "confidential communication" under I.R.E. 518(a)(3), this commmication 
was done in the presence of decedent who was not there to "fiutber the interest of the client in the 
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consultation or interview ..." Even if the court does find that the three way meetings was 
confidential, under the waiver s iped by Decedent md Defendmt, Mr. Neff should be allowed to 
testie. 
1 4  3-w -s-- 
DATES, This 
AARON BMZOLI 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 hereby c&i@ that on this , I saved a copy of the attached document 
to the .following parties by facsimile: 
Terry S. Ratliff 
AmORNEU AT LAW 
290 South 2nd East 
Mounhin Home, ID 83647 
I I JAN or 
DATED this 
AARON BAZZOLI 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY: 
Aaron Bazzoli 
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EXHIBIT A 
Contact Notes 
gk3t-g - Initials XYE - Notes 
1 Of 1412003 Tina Nailer Mailed "Wow Can We Help?" packet per OF30 ENS. 
Patterson 
1 01 1 012003 Initial Case Created 
I01 1012003 Tina Group Setting Expectant mother attended Orientation; completed Family 
Paltenon Needs Screener Cp, received community resome packet. 
SPONSOR'S NAM€ 
Ciccone, Albert 






m-fg - Initials XYRs - Notes 
101 1 612003 LMM SF600 Closure 
1011412003 Tina Mailer Mailed "How Can We Help?" packet per OBO EXS. 
Patterson 
101 1 Of2003 Initial Case Created 
101 1 OD003 Tina Group Setting Expectant mother attended OrienQtion; completed Family 
Patterson Needs Screener & received community resowce packet. 
SPONSOR'S N A M  
Ciccone, Albert Ciccone, Kathleen 20040009 1 
5 " " "  
J *> 
PATIENTS NAME SSEUIOENTlFlCATlON NO. 
H.P. 284-4812 
Datcl: 
I.  M o t b  Last N m  fht N a  
Father lajt N a m ~  Fust N m  
2. Tefaphm 
4. AN YOU w y ~ u r  S ~ W  h tha Pef~onntd yes: (-J ff- 
6. If eppfic&le, a p e d  date fYw w YDUB 
Mother's SSN: 6 
~ u s t  ~inm Pawnt: Y"; p &st fm PmM: yw p No: (-J 
Mothet's M a n k  Father's h&Rmk 
7. How did you hea about our program? 
8. Special Concerns or C m n t s :  
I undsrt;nd th hformath in this package wl be used to contact me and offer a fami@ mlymka plan te m e t  my fady ' r  nee& ~ l u  
information will be mahtalmd by New Parent SuppM Rooram p ~ o M d  undsr double lock. It my also be used by medid penof id  to 
evaluate the quafitr of the New Parent Support Program 
DATE 1 / 
BASE 
NPSP ID#: -------- 
1. What is your military status? (PLEASE CIRCLE) 
1. Active Duty Member 
Q Family Member, Spouse Retired Military 
4. Family Member, Daughter 
5. Other(SPECTP"Y): 
2. What is the sponsor's military status? (PLEASE CIRCLE) 
Q Active Duty 
2. Retired Military 
3. Other(SPECIFY): 






4. What is your current living situation? Are you: (PLEASE CIRCLF,) 
1. Living together with your partnerlspouse 
6 Living alone (or with children only) Living with your pamnts (or other adults) 
4. . Other living situation (SPECIFY): 
5. How long have you been living together. Years 1 Months Not Applicable 
you currently pregnant or in the process of adoption? (PLEASE CIRCLE) 
1. Yes 6*?l 
2. No (GO TO QUESTION 7) 
(a) NO. of weeks ~regnant_La 
7. Did you have or adopt a baby over the last 12 months? (PLEASE CIRCLE) 
6 i: 
GO TO NEXT PAGE 
DATE &/&/fi 
8. How many children are living with you? (SPECIFY): 
9. Do you have any children living with you who an from a prior relationship? (either yourri or your pamcr9sl 
(PLEASE CIRCLE) 
2% 10. What is y our a a e? 
1 1. What is your piutuer's age?& (SKIP IF NOT APPLICABLE) 
(SPECIFY): . 1 (SPECIFY)I - 
1.YOu 2.YOUR PARTNER 
2.YOUR PARTNER 
1. Pacific blander 
2. Asian 
3. Native Amer. Or Alaskan Native 
a White but not Latino 
6.) Black but not Hispanic 
6. Latino or Hispanic 
7. Multi-racial 
8. Some other group 
1. Pacific Islander 
2. Asian 
3. Native Amer. Or Alaslcan Native 
3.1 White but not Latino 
5. Black but not Hispanic 
6. Latino or Hispanic 
7. Multi-racial 
8. Some other group 
GO TO NEXT PAGE 
1. 7m Grade or Less 
8" Grade 
0 .) Some High SchooVGED 
4. High School Graduate 
1. 7mGradeorLess 
2. 8'h Grade 
3. Some High SchoollOED rn 
5. Some College 
6. College Graciuate 
7. Post-B.A. Training 
8. Advanced Degree 
6. College Graduate 
7. Post-B.A. Training 
8. Advanced Degree 
DATE / / 
Strongly Disagree Agree Strongly 
Disagns fw- 
14. My partner is very supportive of this pregnancy. 1 . 2  3 4 
1 5. This is an unplanned pregnancy. 1 2 3 r- (43 
16. This is not a good tima for me to have a baby. 1 2 @ 
17. My partner trsats me well. 2 3' 4 
18. My partner and I have a very good relationship. 2 3 4 
19. I wish my patntx and I got along better. 1 2 m 4 
20.1 have thought seriously about ending my relationship with 1 2 3 (A7 - 
children). 
25. I feel very isolated. (1 1 3. 2 A - - .a 
26. I sometimes drink enough to f-1 really high or dnmk. ((J-J 2 3 4 
27. I sometimes drink five or more drinks of alcohol at a time, 2 3 4 
- 
28. My partner sometimes drinks five or mom drinks at a time, 1 cf ) 2 4 
hard spanking. - 
30, I can think of a situation when I would approve of a w$e 
slapping a husband's fhe. 
3 4 
A 
3 1. I can think of a situation when I would approve of a husband (( 1) 2 3 4 
Lv 
- 
slapping a wife's face. 
32. It is sometimes necessary for parents to slap a teen who talks (I\ 2 3 4 
w - back or is getting into trouble. 
33. When I was a child I was spanked or hit a lot by my mother 2 3 4 w or father. 
GO TO NEXT PAGE 
DATE 1 I 
Stronfl Agree Strongly 
Disagree Agrm 
34. When I was a teenager, I was hit a lot by my mother or father. 
35.When I was growing up, I saw my mother or father hit or throw 
something at their partner. 
36. My parents helped me when I had problems. 
. 37. I have unhappy memories of my childhood. 
38. My parents did not comfort me when I was upset. 
39. My income is often inadequate for basic needs (rent, f w  
rtation, etc.). clothing, transpo 
40. I feel that I have a number of good qualities. 1 2 3 c4 J 
4 1. I feel that I am a person of worth, at least on an equal basis 1 2 4 .  
with others. 
42. I frequently feel as if I am not as good as others. (2) 3 4 
43. I feel I do not have much to be proud of. (1 ) 2 3 4 
44. All in all, I am inclined to fwl that I am a failure. 2 4 
45. Someone I'm close to makes me feel confident in myself. 1 2 4 
46. There is someone I can talk to openly about anything. 1 2 4 
47. There is someone I can talk to about problems in my 1 2 -
relationship. 
48. I have someone to borrow money fiom in an emergency. 1 3. fa 4 - - , w, 
49. I have someone to take care of my child/children for several i 3 4 - - 
hours if needed. 
50. I have someone who helps me around the house. .I  2 fn 4 
5 1. I have someone I can 
52. I usually wake up feel 
53. I think good things will happen to me in the future. 
54. Them are times when I feel life is not worth living. 
- - 
55. I feel sad quit*oftan. 1 3 4 
YES 
56. Have you or your partner been involved in a suspected or 
verified case of child abuse or neglect? 
1 
\ 
57. Have you or your partner been involved in a suspected or f l  1 n 
verified case of spouse abuse? v L 
END OF QUESTIONNAIRE T m  You 
NEW P NT SUPPORT PROG 
How Can We Help? 
To enable the NPSP Team to best meet the nee& of your family, please identify those 
s h e e s  an$ seas of education listed below which you are interested in. 
- Fetal grad and development - Prenatal bndhg  
- R e f 6  to WTCl - Fa&m's role 
- Mu~tian - maration f a  baby 
- alth ism= - h t i o d  changeg - g Momtion - Car seat selection a Bottle f o t h  W-tion N e w h  "sue education 
@ Wdbaeducation - Other 
Chiidhood itssues 
CMd deve lwmt  
Parenting classes 
Safbty and child proofing 
Discipline 
W r n d U m  c a n  
Child health care issues 
Toy selection 
Play and activities 
Feeding 
Parent and child support groups 
Family issues 
- Stress; m g e m e n t  
- Rehtiorlship counseling 
Financial help 
s e , * m - ~  - 
- Grief issues 




Sudden Want Death (SIDS) 
Mmt personality 
sw piitt- 
Wmt Commmica tion 





Single parenting . - Loneliness 
- Past childhood experiences 




Family Needs Screener Page 1 of 1 
Case Number: Client: Kathleen Ciccone 
'Iient Information Status: High Needs Case / Pending Sponsor: Albert Ciccone 
Date Screener Taken 10/10/2003 
I t e m  Grading Criteria Answer Score I tem Grading Criteria Answer Score 
1. Military Stakrs (1 or 4 = 1) 12 r 29. Spank Child (3, 4 = 1) r? 
2. DO not score 1 30. Slapping Husband (3,4 = 1) l!"l 
3. Marital status (I, 3, 4, 5 = 1) 31. Slapping Wife (3,4 = 1) 11_ r 
4. Current Living Situation (2 = 1) 13 r 32. Slapping Teen (3,4= 19 r 
5. Time Living Togekher(Less than 1 yr, enter 1 = 1) 33. Spanked as Child (3, 4 = 3 )  l'iY r 
6. DO not score r 34. Wit as a teen f3,4= 1) E CllT 
-7. DO not score 1 35. Parents Hit (3,4= 1) 
8. DO not score 
9. Children Previous Marriage 
10. Clienfs Age 
11. Partner's Age 
12.1. Do not score 
12.2. Do not score 
13.1. School Completed 
13.2. Partner's School 
14. Partner Supportive 
15. Unplanned Pregnancy 
16. Timing for Baby 
17. Partner Treatment 
18. Good Relationship 
19. Getting Along Better 
20. Ending Relationship 
21. Stressful Time 
r 38. Parent Helped Me 
(Yes = 1) r 37. Unhappy Childhood 
(Less than 20 = 1) 122 c 38. No Parental Comfort 
(Less than 20 = 1) 126 39. Inadequate Income 
r 40.  GOO^ Qualities 
r 41. Person of Worth 
(1, 2, 3 = 1) 42. Not as good as Others 
(1, 2,3 = 1) 43. Not Proud 
1 2 = 1) 44. Feel like a Failure 
(3, 4 = 1) r 45. Close Confident 
(3, 4 = 1) 46. Talk Openly 
(1,2 = 1) /1 47, Talk Relationship 
(1,2= 1) 48. Can Borrow Money 
(3, 4 = 1) ' 49. Child Care Available 
(3,4 = 1) 50. Help with House Care 
(3,4 = 1) L T  51. Count On Someone 
22. Feeling of Control ( H ) (3,4 = 1) 7 52. Wake Feeling Good 
23. Uncontrolled Anger ( H ) (3,4 = 1) I!_ 1 53. Good Things Happen 
24. Family Friends Help (3,4 1) IZ__' IT; 54. Life Not Worth Living ( H ) 
25. Feel Isolated (3, 4 = 1) Jf r 55. Feeling Sad 
26. Drinking (3,4 = 1) 11 r 56. Child Abuse ( H ) 
27. Drink Weekends (3,4 = 1) r 57. ~pousa Abuse ( H ) 
28. Partner Drinks (3*4= 1) r 
(H) - Denotes a "High Need'* question. 
Total Needs Score: 
A. Demographics (1- 13.1, 13 2, 12 2)  F. Violence Approval (29-32) F- 
B. Stress (14-16, 21, 22) G. Family of origin Violence and Neglect (3338) 
C. Relationsh~p Discord ( 2  7-20, 23) H SeKsteem (40-44) r 
D. Suppori (24, 25,39,45-51) I. Depression (52-55) I-'- 
E. Substance Abuse (26-28) 10 J Prior Family Violence (56, 57) r 
I om 133, IMt-87,3012,5031 m d  8012, titie 10, United States Code and B ~ t i v e  Order 939397. 
This form profides you the advfce requZred by The Mvacy Act d 1974. The pemnrnl inlomatron wSH facilitate 
-and dacment your h d t h  a r e .  The Social S-ec of member or Is requLred to ideat* 
and retrieve health care reeords. 
m prhnarg use d thh, M o m n o n  is to prodde, plsn and coordinate health care. As prior to enactment d the 
rllvaey Arlct, 0 t h ~  le uses are to: Add in preventbe h d h  sind c m m i c a b l e  disease e a  pt axid 
report medid  conWam required by law to federal, state and I d  agencies; compile statistical data; conduct 
r-ck teach; determine suitabw of persons for service or d m e n t s ;  adjudicate claims and determine 
benee ;  ather lawful purposes, fnc1u-g law edorcment d M*; conduct authorized fnve&@tions; 
e d m t e  care rendered; determine p r d d o d  c m a a o n  and hospital accreditation; provide physical 
qdeIltf01llt of patfents to agencies of f e d d ,  state, or local government upon request in the pursuit of their 
omefal duties. 
4. WHEMER DISCLOSURE IS -ATMY M1 VOLUMM'Y AHD EFFECT ON WMDUIU OF NOT PROYWB6 WFORIUt10N 
I[n the case d mWary pemxmel, the requested infomth,n is mandatory because of the need to document all 
active duty medical incidents in view of future rights and benefits. In the case of all other personnel/ b e n e f f u m ,  
the requested information Is volumtary. If the requested information is not f ~ d s h e d ,  comprehensive health care 
may not be possible, but CARE WILL NOT BE DE8IED. 
'I?& all inclusive Privacy Act Statement will app& to all requests for personal information made by health care 
treatment personnel or for medicudentaf treatment purposes and will become a permanent part of your health 
care record. 
I Your s i p t u r e  mereIy acknowledges that you have been advised d the foregoing. If requested, a copy of this form wil l  be furnished to you. 
SlGMATURE OF PATIENT OR SPONSOR SSN OF MEMBER OR SWNSOR DATE 
Figure P-4 
F d y  Advocacy prevention services am desiped to stren@en and support 
the health and vvehess of miliw es. 
I rutdembd &it participation in the prevention pro oE@r@d is cornpfetely 
voluntary and that I m y  choose to w i a h w  at my t h e  without notice and 
*thout d h g  a reason. 
I will be asked to participate in program assesment questio-es. The data ftom these 
questio-es will be Bnalprxl as p u p  data. Research findings NEVER include 
individual naxnes or other i d a m g  information. 
I fkthx mders;fand there may be possible risks and benefits to paaicipahg, Possible 
risks: some questions may touch on personal or sensitive issues. Possible benefits: 
increased d e r s m h g  of family is-es and concerns, and skills in dealing with them; 
knowledge of h d t h  and self-care practices, and inczeased satisfiction with myself and 
other family members. 
I understand that if at any time information I disclose has a bearing on my personal or my 
family's safety andlor medicaI needs, it may be necessary for you to cornmmicate this 
S o m t i o n  to a physician or appropriate Air Force personnel. In such a situation, I will 
be informed of the reasons for concern and the decision to relate this inforxnation. 
The work of student professionals, technicians and volunteers providing sewices to my 
family is reviewed after each contact to ensure quality. 
1 have read this form and I l l l y  understand benefits and risks. I agree to participate in 
the program. 
I have reviewed the information on this form with the above-identified client to ensure 




Date of referral: 
- -. 
ving in the home (name and ages): 
Is there a &vorcdcurtody/visitation issue going on at the present time? Y 
Is abuse c u r r d y  occuning? Y@ 3 , 0 
RTsk Factors for Maltreatment: 
- 
PmP: 
Is conmunicittion an issue or conc . 
EqI& 
Mental Health Questions: 
Is a mental heal& issue currently affecting the relationship? fa^ ~ x p l a  
Does anyone in the family have a history of mental health treatment? 
Does anyone abuse alcohol or drugs or have treatment hintory? Y@ Explah: 
Past or Present Suiciddodcide ideatio 
Risk Assessment Necessary Y N Plan: 
Disposition: F A P  REFERRAL NPSP 
FAP SECONDARY PREVENTION LSSC REFERRAL 
PREP ADAPT REFERRAL 
PARENI"I'NG n-n w LazLjn -& 
Provider referred to: 
Appointment Date a 
FA0 Review/Sipnture: Date of Review: (2 + 
It2take and Referral Intervim 
366 MDOS Family Advocacy Program; &fountain Hame AFB , ID 
Case Number: 1200400081691 
Date: 10i812003 
Type Of Contaet: Telephone Visit 
Name of Interviewer: MS. EDNA LACEY 
Presenting Problem: F W  reports couple has been married 4-6 weeks and ADM wants to file for a m u k n t .  
pregnant so states now that ADM cannot file for m u h e a t  with out her. FlWW states ADM pushed her off 
h e  property 3 months ago. She kept telling ADM that his ex wife had left him because he'd hit her. Couple has 
been separated 3 weeks and l!lWW states that when she separated from ADM he tried to kill himselfby drinking 
acetone and he said he'd tried ot hang h k ~ e l f .  He went or was sent to h t e m m Q i n  in Boise. EWW notes incream 
in daily stress due to pregnancy and situation. States there was an increase in anger in the home when couple was 
living together but not now that they are separated. There is no comunication ADnr has hx of depression and 
anxiety. 
WSI: Client denied any suicidal or homicidal ideation, plan or intent. 
Additional Information: 
Referred To: FAST 
Related FAST Case Number: F20040008 165 I 
Edna Lacey, Contract 4 
Family Advocacy Program Assistant 
Page I of 1 - 
Patient's Identification 
Patient Name: Ciccone, Kathleen Date of Birth: Sex: F 
Relationship to Sponsor: Spouse 
Sponsor Name: Ciccone, Kathleen Rildc Organization: 
Status: DepQService: I 
Cornputenzed version of SF 600.  
rHIS FORiM IS SUBJECT TO THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1971. 

I 
Family Advocacy prevention services are designed to strengthen and support the 
health and wellness df ,mr&iry families. 
I 
I understand that participation In the prevention program offered is completely 
voluntary and that I may choose to  w&ithdraw at any time without notfce and 
without glving a reason. 
1 will be asked to participate In program assessment questionnafrerp, The data from 
these questfonnafres wbl be analyzed as group data. . Research findings NEVER 
include individual narnea or other Wentlfylng . . information. . 
1 further understand there may be possible risks and benefits to partlclpaGng. 
Possible risks: some questlona may touch on pasanal or sensttlve Issues. Possible 
beneffts: Increased understanding of famfly issues and concerns, and skilfs In 
dsanng with them; knowledge of health and self-care practices. and Increased 
satisfaction with myself and other family members. . . 
I understand that if at any time information I disclose has a bearing on my person& 
l or my damily's safety andlor medical needs, it may be necessary for you to 
communfeate this information to a physician or appropriate Air Force personnel. In 
such a situation. I will be informed of the reasons for concern and the decision to 
I relate thk informadan. 
The work of student professionals, technickns and volunteers providing services to 
my family Is revlewed after each contact to ensure quality. 
1 
I I 
I have read this form and I fully understand benefits and risks. I agree to 
participate in the program. 
Date 
1 have reviewed the information on this form with the above-identified cllent to 
ensure helshe understands FAP prevention informed consent policies. 
I 
I Signature of Witness 
I Swtions 133, 1M1-87, 3012,5031 and 8012, title 10, United States Code and Exeetive Order 9397. 
%'his form provides you the advice required by The Privacy Act of 1S4. The personal hformaiion will facilitate 
'and document your health care. The Social Security Number (SSN) of member or sponsor is required to idento 
and retrieve health care records. 
3. ROUTINE USES 
m e  primary use of this information is to provide, plan and coordhate health care. As prior to enactment of the 
Privacy Act, other possible ufes are to: Aid in preventive health and coxnmunicable disease control program and 
report medical condittom required by law to federal, state and local agencies; compile statistical data; conduct 
research; teach, determine suitability of persons for service or assignments; adjudicate claims and dete-e 
benefits; other lam purposes, including law enforcement and litigation; conduct authorized hveeations; 
' 
evaluate care rendered; determine profesdcnal certification and hospital accre&tation; provide physical 
q u ~ c a t i o n s  of patients to agencies of federal, state, or local government upon request in the pursuit of their 
ofPPcial duties. 
4. WHETHER DISCLOSURE IS MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL OF NOT PROVIDING INFORMATION 
In the case of milttary persomel, the requested information is mandatory because of the need to document all 
active duty medical hidents  in view of hture rights and benefits. In the case of all other pemmeu beneficiaries, 
the requested information is voluntary. If the requested information Is not furnished, comprehensive health care 
may not be possible, but CARE WILL NOT BE DENIED.. 
This all inclusive Privacy Act Statement  ill apply to all requests for personal information made by health care 
treatment personnel or for medicddentd treatment purposes and will become a permanent part of your health 
care record. 
I Your signature merely acknowledges that you have been advised of the foregoing. If requested, a copy of this f o m  will be furnished to you. I 
SIGNATURE OF PATIENT OR SPONSOR SSN OF MEMBER OR SPONSOR DATE I 
I I I 1 
OD FORM 2005, 1 FEB 76 {EF-VfI IPwFOfiMPROI PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE. 




LIMITS ON THE CONFIOENTIALIN OF THE FAMILY ADVOCACY PROGRAM 
Information you share with our Family Advocacy OMcefSoclal Work Services staff 
members will be kept c~nfidentiql to the extent allowed by current Federal, Air Force, 
Hospital, and Family ~ d v o c a c y  regulations and directives. 
WE DO NOT HAVE PRiVlLEGED COMMUNICATION. You are not under any obligation to 
make any oral or wri(ten statements. If you admit to or reveal your partiicipatlon Pn an 
unlawful act, you will be read your rights pumuant to the Fifth h s n d m e n t  of the 
Constitution andlor Article 31, UCMJ. Our records are accessibis if an inquiry is mads 
from a proper authority and may be used against you In a trfal or other judfclal or 
administrative proceeding. Additionally, if you reveal thoughts of hurting yourself we 
i r e  required to report this. If you have specific questfons about thls matter, please 
discuss it  with your assigned thicsraptstlcase manager or the Family Advocacy Officer 
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING 
I have carefully read and fully understand the limits of confidentiality explained in the 
above statement. 
Client signature 
Signature of Witness d 
I D q  - [F, 
Date 
LIMITS SON THE CONFIDENTIALIN OF THE FAMILY ADVOCACY PROGRAM 
lnfomation you share wlth our Family Advocacy OffScelSocial Work Sewices staff 
members will be kept confidential to the extent allowed by current Federal, Alr Force, 
Hospital, and Family Advocacy regulations and diractfves. 
WE DO NOT HAVE PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION. You are not under any obllgatlon to 
make any oral or wriatsn statements. If you admlf to or reveal your partr"cfpatfort in an 
unlawful act, YOU will b8 read your rights pumuant to the Fifth Amendment of the 
Constftutlon andlor Artlcle 31, UCMJ. Our records are accessible If an lnqulfy Is ma& 
from a proper authodty and may be used against you in a trial or other judicial or 
. administrative proceeding. Addltlonally, If you revital thoughts of hurting yourself we 
are required to report thls. If YOU have spedflc questions about thls matter, please 
discuss It with your asstgned therapistlcase manager or the Family Advocacy Officer 
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING 
I have carefully read and fully understand the limits of confidentiality explained In the 
above statement. 
. . 
Client signature " / 
~60=1[ 0 j 
Date 
/ ~ / / ~ / 0 3  , 
Date 
FarniIy Advocacy prevention services am deslgned to strengthen and support the 
I heakh and wellnest of mnitary famllles. 
I undersZand that psttOGQpatfon in the preventfon program offered k cc>mpletply 
voluntary and that I may choose to wlithdfaw at any time without n o t k  and 
wWIout givlng a r-son, 
I wl bs asked to  m i d p a t e  In program assessmsnrll qslsstkirnnatrsa, Wm data f r m  
these questionnskes wlll be analyred ss WOG data. - Research andings NEVER 
include indlvlduel mmes or other ldent[fy*Q information. 
I 
I further understand there may be poss%le k k s  and benefits to  p s w t i n g .  
PossWe rlsks: some questfans may tau& on personal or sensitive krsues. Possible 
benews: lnwearied understanding of tarn& lssueds and concerns, at& SIC& fn 
deaang with them; knowledge of htsslth and df-cate pmctl~s, and Increased 
satisfaction wM11 myself and o* famtly members. 
I understand that if at my Qime information I disduse has a bearkrg oh my persod 
or my familyes safety andlor medical needs, it may be necessary for you to 
communicate thb Irrformation to a physician or approprSate Akr Farce personnel, In 
such a skulittion, I will be informed of the reasons for concern and the decks;fon to 
relate this bformadon. 
The work of student professbnafs, technicians and volunteers provMing seivices to' 
my f a m h  b revlewed after each contact to hnsun qu&ty. 
I have read thls form and I fuUy undsnstd  beneffts and risks. I agree to 
pariidpate in the program. 
I have reviewed the lnformatlon on thb form wSth the above-identMed dent t s  
ensure helshe understands FAP prevention informed consent pokles, 
I 
EXHIBIT C 
I PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT - HEALTH CARE RECORDS 
I Sectiom 133, 1071-87,3012,5031 and 8012, title 10, United States Code and 9kmtive Order 9397. 
This form provides you the advice required by The Privacy Act of 1974. The p m d  WormaUon wil l  f a d a t e  
and document your health care. The Social Security Number (SSN) of member or sponsor is required to Mentw 
and retrieve health care records. 
m e  primary w e  of Wormafion Q to provide, plan and coordinate health awe. As  prior to enactment of the 
Privacg Act, other possible uses are to: Aid In preventive health and c o m d c a b i e  control programs and 
report medical conditions required by law to federat, state and local es; compile statistical data; conduct 
r&; teach; determhe dtabillty of p m m  for service or a@ agfudlcate ddms  and determine 
other lawhtl purpwes, including law enforcement and litigation; conduet authorized invmt lons ;  
evalude care r ende ra  determine p r o f d o d  cerWkation and hospital accreditation; pro*& physical 
q d a t i o r u ;  of patients to agencies of federal, state, or 1 o d  gaveme& upon request in the pumait of their 
oEficial duties. 
4. WHETHER DISCLOSURE IS MANDATORY OR VdLUNTARY AND EFFECT ON INDIVIDUAL OF NOT PROVIDING INFORMATION 
~n the ease of military personnel, the requested information is mandatory because of the need to docrnent an 
active duty medical incidents in view of future rights and benefits. In the case of all other prsomeI/ beneficiaries, 
the requested information Is voluntary. If the requested information is not furr&hed, comprehensive health care 
may not be possible, but CARE WILL NOT BE D w .  I 
"ll& all inclusive Privacy Act Statement will apply to requests for personal information made by health care 
treatment persound or for medicalldental treatment p u r ~  and will become a permanent part of your health 
care record. 
I Your signature merely acknowledges that you have been advised of the foregoing. If requested, a copy of this form will be f~mnkhed to you. I 
9 October 2003 F.A. S. T. Senices 
366 m O S  Psychosoeial Assessment, Mountain Home AFB, ID 
FAST W :  F2OQ40008 165 1 
S: The client is a 22-year old female who was seen in Family Advocacy for Family Advocacy Strength-based 
Therapy Services. 
Name of Intedewer: MR. STS3VE NEW 
Dste: 10P312W3 
Persons present a t  this interview: 
Steve Neff and dthleen Ciccone 
Explanation of C ~ ~ d e n t i d t y  Limit9: 
The limits of confidentiality and the FAST process were explained to this client, and the client@) expressed 
understanding and acceptance of those limits. 
REFERRAL INFORMATION: 
Presenting Problem: 
FiM/W pregnant and out of the home - needs money 
MARITAL HISTORY 
Number and length of marriages: 
First - 4 112 weeks 
Quality of current relationship, as reported by cilient: 
a one - 
History of violence in present or past relationships: 
The client reports no history of violence in present or past relationships. 
History of marriage and family treatment: 
See 'J2.4 prior to marriage 
FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS/DYNAMICS 
Significant relationshipdemotional support system/community support or resources used: 




Patient Name: Ciccone, Kathleen Date of Birth: Sex: F 
Relationship to Sponsor: Spouse 
Sponsor Name: Ciccone, Albert Rank: Organization: 
Status: DepttService: 
Computerized version of SF 600. 
THIS FORM IS SUBJECT TO THE PRWACY ACT OF 1974. 
9 October 2003 F.A.S. T. Services 
366 MDOS Psychosocial Assessment, Mountain Home AFB, 11) 
What does this couplelfamily do together for fun? 
Nothing 
Does AD Member currentfy have PCS or  deploygent orders? 
Not obtained. 
0: Client mysicai DeseriptiodAppearance: 
WNL 
Mental Status: 
The patient was cooperative during the session. Eye contact was appropriate. She displayed a normal mood. The 
patient's speech had a normal rase and tone. There was no evidence of a thought disorder. She displayed no 
psychotic signs or paranoia. Kinetic activity revealed no tics, dyskinesias or other abnormal patterns. She denied 
having any suicidal or homicidal thoughts or urges. Cognitive parameters including orientation, attention, short and 
long-term memory were all intact. 
SuicidMonrZcidal: 
Client denied any suicidal or homicidal ideation, plan or intent. 
Is there a weapon in client's home, in client's possession, does client have access to a weapon? 
Not obtained. 
A: Clinician's Summary Assessment 
Needed assistance with CCF contact for finances. 
Risk Assessment and Explanation: 
None - out of the home and CCF aware of the problem. 
P: RECOMMENDATIONS AND PLAN FOR INTERVENTION 
Follow-up: 
Client will return to Family Advocacy Strengths-Based Therapy Services as needed. 
Family Advocacy ~ r e a ~ n e n w ~ e r  
Patient's Identification 
Patient Name: Ciccone, Kathleen Date of Birth: Sex: F I 
Relationship to Sponsor: Spouse - 1 
Sponsor Name: Ciccone, Albert Rank: Organization: 
Status: Dept/Service: I 
Computerized version of SF 600. 
THIS FORM IS SUBJECT TO THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974. 
t 6 October 2003 FAST Servicef 
366 kfDOS Family Advocacy Program; &fountain Home AFB, ID 
FAST Dl: F20040008 165 1 
S: Client is a 22-year-old female who was seen in Family Advocacy Strengths-Based Therapy for a follow-up 
appointment. 
Met with couple and they are talking about a reconciliation. They have spent time talking of late. Couple is not 
cohabitating. ADM has issues with FMNV not prioritizing the relationship and spending time with her friends 
. instead. 93'IWW has issues with the ADM not W n g  mwnsibility for his own actions and not saying what he redly 
means. TM pushed t b  ADM about his conversational style and his linguistics not creating him as responsible for his 
own actions. ADM became angry at one point and left the room - he did calm down and return stating that he w& 
angry about the 'IT4 speaking to his religion. TI4 was attempting to feedback to the ADM that his religion played a 
part in how he comunicated and that he needed to be responsible for what he said, and did, and not lay the blame 
on his partner or her friends. ADM was stating that he understood that his partner was not totally to blame for his 
suicide attempt. M s  contention was that she had no part whatsoever in his suicide attempt. It was the ADM's 
decision to make the attempt and he only used the EMNIT as a crutch to gain sympathy and validate his choice. 
ADN also likes to pull out the "abandonment" issue from his first relationship. TM suggested he get over it and 
realize this was a new relatiomhip and he needed to approach it as such. 'I'M offered the couple another clinician for 
their work if this TM wlns too blunt about what he saw. Also informed the couple that if they did not do something, 
not talk about it, but do something by next session they would be obliged to find a new clinician as TM would not 
indulge the semantical debates without progress Erom the couple. 
\ 
0: wlvt 
The patient was animated and energetic. Eye contact was direct. He displayed mildly angry mood. The patient's 
speech had a somewhat pressured rate and tone. There was no evidence of a thought disorder. Kinetic activity 
revealed no tics or dyskinesias. He denied any suicidal or homicidal thoughts or urges. 
Have you experienced any recent changes in: 
Sexual appetite: No Concentration: No 
Interests; No Appetite: No 
Guilt: No Pain: No 
Energy level: No Sleep: No 
PRP or Flying Status: 
Client is not on PRP, PSP or flying status. 
SuicidaYhotnicidal: 
Client denied suicidaI/homicidal ideation plan or intent. 
Page 1 of 2 - 
Client's Identification 
I Client Name: Kathleen Ciccone Date of Birth: Sex: F  --- 
Relationship to Sponsor: Spouse 
Sponsor Name: Albert, Ciccone Rank: Organization: 
Status: DeptlService: 
C~mputenzcd version of SF600. 
THlS FORM IS SUBJECTTO THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 
1 6 October 2003 FAST Senices 
366 MDOS Family Advocacy Program; Mountain Home AFB, ID 
A: Assessment of Rfsk and Explanation: 
Current risk: 
Low couple not living together. 
p: Client will return to FAST Services in 1 week. 
RIT clinic with a plan for reconciliation and progress. 
pp: Pay attention to how things are stated and be responsible. 
v-e fld- & . Neff MSW USAF 
Family Advocacy Treatme ager 
Page 2 of 2 
Client's Identification 
1 Client Name: Kathleen Ciccone Date of Birt 81 Sex: F 7 
Relationship to Sponsor: Spouse 
Sponsor Name: Albert, Ciccone Rank: Organization: 
Status: DepdService: 
Co~n~uterizrd ~ers ion  of SF 600, 
THIS FORM IS SUBJECT TO THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 
mmY S. W T L m  
LAW OWICES, 
East 
Tel@om: (208) 58 
Facsimile: (208) 5876940 
fSB: 3598 
1[N "iBE DISmICT COURT OF THE FOLrHTM Jl lDlCW D I B m m  OF m E  
STATE OF EDAM0 11V AND FOR THE: GOU O# ELMOW 
THE $'l'AirE OF IDAHO, ) 
Ph~ff, 
) 
) Cagcr No. CR-2003-1 
) 
4s- ) WSmNSE TO MOTION 
1 mGmmG PRIVILEGE 
ALBERT ARNOLI) CICCONE, 1 
) 
&fedant. 1 
COME$!$ NOW tha, IMkdmt, by and through his appointed attorney of record Tmy S. 
Ratliff, of Rritliff Law Wws, Chtd., and files this Response to the State's Motion Regarding 
First and fomost, at1 the Exhibits that the State filed ~ i t h  their Motion are indeed, 
-timanid as that t m  is used in Crawford V. Washington The very nature and express tenns of 
the 'waiver' of m y  privilege anticipates, by its express terms, that the cbcuments a~1d/m thit 
idormation provided by either Albert ur Klathleen may in fac.t be used in a court of law: 
"Ow records are accessible if an inquiry is made from a poperr authority and may b 
against you in a trial or other jildiciai or administrative pmceeding." 
RESPONSE TO AVOTION REG ING PRIIVILECE - Page I 
It doesn't gcs m h  c lam than that as to the %sthonW n a t m  and context of tbe Modon  
gakmi fbr amding purposes. 
Albert's claim of privilege s h d d  be granted m this instance w claimed, 
Aa tin effer of pmof, Albert wwld tor* that he and Klthkm sought mamiage 
w ~ g t n a n & b r t t o r e o o n c i l e t h e m s r r i a g e . T h 4 t h e a d ~ d k i n o t B s V e  
tho fimmckrl rwuoamm availolble to them ta hire privh ro&r et tbdr w e  
expeas, Tkslt he md Kirthlewi signed the 'waiver) documents bemuse that was the 
oniy way that they could get the mumelkg that they wded and the Air Force 
required that these dormmen& be signed prior to any cdaageing sem w d  be
P- 
As s h ,  the signing of tk 'waiver7 docuumt was not a "vohtwy waiver," " Waiver, m 
the broad sense, is Mimi as the voluntary relinquishment of a k n o w  right. Stute v. ThzuZow, 
waiver must be indulged. Stale v. Thwiw, supra. Srorte v. .Stewart, 1 13 Idaho 494,497,745 P2d 
1115 (Ct. App. 1987). 
By rtq- Albert and IMhiesn to sip the 'waiver' documents befoe giving them the 
counseling services, and without informing either OM: or both of them of thc exact mtm of the 
rights they wclc giving up. mcir Constitutional Rights, such as the 5" A.madmtnt rf& a&& 
xlfkmimhdon, compels the answer that the 'waiver' was not voluntary and bwing. 
Oral hgumcmt is request8d. 
77tC 
DATED this& day of Jeauaty 2005. 
RATLIFF LAW OFFiCFa CHTD. 
RESPONSE TO MOTION REGARDING PRIVILEGE - Page 2 
2f9 
I W E B Y  CERT1W I have on this of January 2W5, d a wpy of thc 
wim md foregoia mNSE TO MOTION W G m W G :  YRIWILEGE toto: 
BY: + Hand Delivery 
- F e d 4  Expmss 
- CdEed  Mait 
fl.S. Mail, 
fission 
MSPOIYSE TO MOTION EGARDING PRIVILEGE - Page 3 
WmV 8. RA'I'LIFP 
MILXFF LAW OFFICES, CIITI). i. r *  
290 South S m n d  East 
ILlow* Home, ID 83647 
T ~ k p b ~ :  (208) 587-0900 - - - y  
2 1 
Facsfile: (208) 58769N :is!":!; 
X.S.B. 3598 
IN TRE DISTMCT COURT OF THE FOURTH m D I C m  DISTMCT OF THE 
STATE OF 11)-O IN ANID FOR THE COmTV OF ELMON 
S T A n  OF IDAHO, ) 
1 Case No.: CR-2003-444 1 
P W i q  1 
1 DEFENDANT'S SECOND 
vg. 1 RIEQUEST FOR LMEINC 
1 INSTRUCTIONS; MOTION TO 




COMES NOW tbe De*- and by and through his atromey o f  record, Tmy S. 
RatlifF of RstliB Law Offices, Chtd, and hereby submits to the Court his proposed 
Limiting I m c t i o n  as it relates to thtl M m d u m  Decision and Order a: Motion to 
Dismiss; Objenion to 4W(b) Evidence, er ul, UNLESS the Court grants the De&ndsnt's 
Mdion to Reconsider stated herein 
n to Reconsider 
P~~ to slate v. Gwdricch, 97 Idaho 472, 546 P.2d 1 180 (1976), the &&me 
argues that the use of the decbtions of the decedent about her fear of Albert is far more 
pr:judk:iilf than probativs, arxi should be excluded IMs is specifidly addressed to hm 
DEPENDANT'S SECOND REQUEST FOR LIMITmG MSTRUCTIONS; 
MOTION TO RIEGONSmER - Page 1 
h t  a mment  oflkd to show the 
n 
statements by the victim 
the d e f e m  towards the 
mind rather than W victim's-i. a., as a tnie hdi~aion of  
de&-'s &-ions, ac- 
%ions, or culpability. Such infetences are highly improper and where thaw 
is a strong lhlihood that they vdl  be drawn by the jury the danger of 
injurious prejudice is particularly evidM."(M) (Emphis in original.) 
In the insant case, the State has merely reiterated that the statermnb by the dewknt 
shows tfie absemx of a mistake, or negligence as it relates to Albert's driving of the car. 
DEFENDANT'S SECOND REQUEST FOR LIMXTXNG IlNSmIJCTIONS; 
MOTION TO REGONSDER - Page 2 
the b b  of the be 
Withaut a showing by the State, on an &dependcat bash, tlre underwlag 
facts far said fear9 the statements am not rdmihlsibh: 
Dapite their dige~mg appmrehes, Radubauglkt rand Gmdnich skam a 
With this rndemtaadlag, we return to the instant case. As mated, Cathy's 
rbter testSfCsd about eoaduct by whfelr Cathy winced her f a r  of 
Rosencmnte, Sueb mtimorry p l i i y  war rdmissibb under Ra-ugh and . Catby's csndnct nevepkd her strtr! of mind withost prtmylag tbe 
f ets u p e  whkb tbo h r  WM b a d .  Thoae fa- wcrt iadvudentlty 
mtsbUBhd by the sirtor's tm*imony that she saw Rawacrantz beat Cathy, 
Tbe state also prodreed other rt6abcsrrmay wfdenecs sbowing that on a 
separate oeasiar, Romncrrrmtz bad mmt! to tho rbttr"r Lerw arad bad 
threatened to "blaw dowr the door" if Catby did not open I+ Coasequentb, 
tks instant case satWea the requiremcnta of Radaba~gh and Goodrick, The 
district Judge eonomitted mo e m r  by admitting tho rLttrPs tortZmosy aver a 
hearsay obj~etiom ar by Billng to fivc the jury r Iimitiarg hshdon.(fid&) 
Stare v. Rosencrm, 110 Idaho 124, 128, 
714 P.2d 93 (1 986) (emphasis added). 
4 
'K"hus, it is Albert's positbn that m- or dht?rs may be able to testify that Kathleen 
was a d  or had a fear of A I M ,  but absent actually seeing the conduct, that they cannot I 
\ testifj' as to the facrs tfjat Kathleen told them about that they did not ot.tserw: Shese I 
As such, said use of such a statement should not be allowed due to its prejudicidi 
nature outweighing its probative value and the facts creating the fi=ar was not observed by 
DEFENDANT'S SECOND REQUEST FOR LIMITING RYSTRUCTIONS; 
MOTION TO mCDNSU)ER - Page 3 
its prior m l h ~  Albert rqwsts that a 
tion be given e z h  t b  t w t b n y  as to the nt's state of mind i s  
wkn it corns ro the 404(b) evfdence rhat the Court b aallowb to be k@odu~d in this 
abn, aver Albert" obwction, tbat ii h g  dmbn  w a d  be pm and 
apowte .  1 t b f o m  ref&% the Cowt and C o w l  to Sate v. R&buugh, 93 
Iddm 727,47 1 P.2d 582 (1 970) and rhe: aprovexi IMing M i o a s  wed 
SptscSdly, f~otnotm 10 and 1 X t b t  had been given by tb.e D i e d  C o w  with 
regard to the prior d a t e -  of thie victims and tkix fbr oftb & f a  in that case: 
10. Imm&ion No. 25 given by the tPial mutt. 
"You s e  Wmct& that the c o n v m b n  of  Joseph Trussel and Ruth TrusseI with 
Uary Villanova am h wmided by you to show a state of  mind of Mary 
Viilmva as to her fixlings and as to the relationship between her and the 
d e e h t s  and for no other reason.'' 
11. See: F.N. 8; f m i o n  Na. 26 given by the trial court: 
"You me instructed that the convettion of Vwda H a m  with Lena Jones can be 
wnsi- by you to show a state of mind of Lena Jones as to her &lings and as 
to the relxrtiumfip between her and the &kndmt m d  for M) 0 t h  rewun." 
Id at 93 Idaho 731. 
However, Albert maves that the Court, in this instance, give a similar if not sarne 
W d k n  at the time that it allows the 404(b) evidence in, over objaion, but t& it mt 
use the term "and as to the relationship between her and the defendant" in that the same 
imlpllks or 'opens the door' fbr t&3 State ta go beyond tbrr Court's ruhq in it prior Orda. 
I D E m N D m "  SECOND REQUEST FOR LXMITING IPJS-UCTXONS; 
NOTXON TO WCONSXDER - Page 4 
teotify, upon p r o p  foundation being laid, lhat T b  d d e n t  said she tk 
&fe use he a h &  Ptt her with &e car." The lhit* *Mion SXM)uM say 
hlly the following and should b given at the time of the 
tcslbny, atxi in the Court's firmi cthns: 
with Mmia Wrn 
to &ow a mte n Cimm as to k r  
FU'I'LIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
CERTIFICATE OF S E R W  
v 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this /?day of Jamrary 2005, saved a copy of the 
within and fbregoh DEFENDANT'S SECOND REQUEST FOR LXMITmG 
mSTRUCT1ONS; MOTiON TO RECONSmER to: 
Aaron m l i  By: H d  Delivery 
EImom County Prosecutor Federal Express 
I90 South 4" East Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 607 
M o m  Home, ID 83647 
DEWNDAHT9S SECOND mQUEST FOR LXMXTUYG INSmUCTXONS; 
MOTlON TO IRECONSXDER - Page 5 
I N  THE D I S T R I C T  COURT O F  THE FOURTH J U D I C I A L  D I S T R I C T  OF THE 
STATE O F  IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  ELMOKE 
HON. MICHAEL WETHERELL DECEMBER 21 ,  2 0 0 4  
J ' m Y  4 - 26 ,  2005 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE O F  IDAHO, 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
VS . 
ALBERT A. CICCONE, 
) C a s e  N o .  C R - 2 0 0 3 - 4 4 4 1  
) 
I 
D e f e n d a n t .  ) 
APPEAEZANCES : 
) 
A a r o n  B a z z o l i  
P r o s e c u t i n g  A t t o r n e y  
T e r r y  R a t l i f f  
D e p u t y  P u b l i c  D e f e n d e r  
C o u n s e l  f o r  P l a i n t i f f  
C o u n s e l  f o r  D e f e n d a n t  
T i m e  a n d  da te  se t  f o r  JURY TRIAL,  d e f e n d a n t  p r e s e n t ,  i n  c u s t o d y ,  
n o  b o n d  s e t .  
T a p e  No .  A 4 6 1 - 0 4  
A 4 6 2 - 0 4  
A 3 - 0 5  
A 4 - 0 5  
A 5 - 0 5  
A 6 - 0 5  
A 7 - 0 5  
A 8 - 0 5  
A l l - 0 5  
A 1 2 - 0 5  
A 1 3 - 0 5  
A 1 4 - 0 5  
A 1 5 - 0 5  
A 1 6 - 0 5  
A 1 7 - 0 5  
A 1 8 - 0 5  
A 1 9 - 0 5  
CCURT MINSTES - CECEMBER 2 1 ,  
Page - 1 
9:18 a.m. Call of case. 
Court stated for the record that the bailiff had 
advised the court that juror #35 Jody A. Eaton had just 
had surgery and was on pain medications and the court 
inquired of counsel if they would stipulate to excuse 
Mr. Eaton from jury duty. 
Both counsel stipulated to excuse Mr. Eaton. 
Juror #35 Jody A. Eaton is excused. 
Counsel had no objection to the jury panel as drawn. 
Court advised the jury of the case/procedure. Roll 
call taken. Court advised that all jurors that are 
absent are to have OSC issued. Court advised the jury 
panel of procedure, introduction of parties. 
174/3909 TAPE CHANGE to A462-04 
Pre-voir dire instruction read. 
jury panel sworn. 
Counsel had no challenges to the panel at this tine. 
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Jury questionnaire given to each juror to complete. 
O f f  record to allow filling out of questionnaire. 
Court went on record as questionnaires were turned in. 
860 All questionnaires completed and turned in at 10:45 a.m. 
Court stated for the record that counsel had approached 
the bench while questionnaires were being filled out to 
advise that two of the decedent's family members were 
allowed to enter courtroom during the questionnaire 
process. Mother of the decedent will be appointed as 
representative and may remain in the courtroom during 
the trial. All other family members, if a witness will 
be excluded. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised that there was a Burger King bag in 
evidence in the Court's vault and that the contents may 
be discarded, only the bag and the receipt are required 
for the trial. 
Mr. Ratliff had no objection to that, feels that items 
in be should be inventoried by officer. 
Court will allow and ordered that a officer inventory 
and discard the contents. 
I035 Court in recess at 10:55 a.m. 
JANUARY 4, 2005 
Tape No. A3-05 
484 Court back in session with jury panel at 9:10 a.m. Court 
advised the jury panel of the meeting with counsel in 
chambers. 
Both counsel agreed to the seating of the jury at this 
time . 
Jury panel sworn for voir dire examination. 
Voir dire by Court. 
juror #202 Helen Nunez excused for cause. 
Voir dire by the Court continued. 
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M r .  B a z z o l i  v o i r  d i r e  j u r y  p a n e l ,  
J u r o r s  e x c u s e d  f o r  c a u s e :  
#204 S a n d r a  Widgeon 
#4 Donald Wood 
#1 Naudia  I?. Moorehead 
#16 J a y  M i l d e  
# I 1 6  Van A.  La& 
#25  Bruce  A. R e i s i n g e r  
#9 J a n i c e  Baldwin  
#225 Dewey A. C r a n e  
#5  S t e v e n  O. Pease 
#254 Pamela J. J u d y  
#13  J o  A n n e t t e  G o i n s  
# I 4 6  Morgan E> S c h l a t t w e i l e r  
M r .  B a z z o l i  r e q u e s t e d  a  s h o r t  recess. 
C o u r t  s t a t e d  t h a t  i t  would t a k e  a  s h o r t  recess. J u r y  
p a n e l  was admonished .  C o u r t  a l s o  s t a t e d  t h a t  j u r o r  #2 ,  
K e l l y  Hobbs,  #3 David D .  Crowden a n d  #241  M i c h a e l  S .  
Bowser would b e  c a l l e d  i n  t o  b e  q u e s t i o n e d  p r i v a t e l y .  
C o u r t  w i l l  t a k e  a 1 5  m i n u t e  recess. 
C o u r t  b a c k  i n  s e s s i o n  w i t h o u t  j u r y  p a n e l  a t  1 0 : 1 6  a.m. 
J u r o r  #3,  David D .  Crowden b r o u g h t  i n  t o  c o u r t r o o m ,  
V o i r  d i r e  o f  j u r o r  by  c o u n s e l .  
M r .  Crowden was e x c u s e d  f rom t h e  c o u r t r o o m .  
J u r o r  # 2 ,  K e l l y  Hobbs b r o u g h t  i n t o  c o u r t r o o m  
V o i r  d i r e  o f  j u r o r  by  c o u n s e l .  
J u r o r  #2 e x c u s e d  f rom c o u r t r o o m .  
Both c o u n s e l  c o n c u r r e d  t o  e x c u s e d  J u r o r  # 2 .  
C o u r t  w i l l  e x c u s e  J u r o r  #2.  K e l l y  Hobbs f o r  c a u s e .  
J u r o r  #241,  Michae l  S .  Eowser b r o u g h t  i n t o  c o u r t r o o m .  
V o i r  d i r e  o f  j u r o r  by  c o u n s e l .  
Both c o u n s e l  moved t o  e x c u s e  J u r o r  #241 ,  
J u r o r  #241,  M i c h a e l  S .  Bowser, e x c u s e d  f o r  c a u s e .  
C o u r t  had  been  i n f o r m e d  a n o t h e r  j u r o r  w i shed  t o  b e  
examined p r i v a t e l y .  
3647 J u r o r  #140,  N i c o l e  M .  Davison b r o u g h t  i n t o  c o u r t r o o m .  
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Voir dire of juror by counsel. 
Counsel moved to excused juror #140. 
2866 Juror #140, Nicole M. Davison was excused for cause. 
17413906 TAPE CHANGE to 244-05 
0223 Jury panel brought in and seated in proper places at 
10:45 a . m .  S~ipuiated by counsel. 
0242 Voir dire of jury panel continued by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Jurors excused for cause: 
Garnett 5. Morris 
Abbie L. Jett 
Norman L. Rhoades 
Carolyn 0. Grigg 
Irene Garcia Garza 
Linda S. Daniels 
Robert C. Manning 
Mark D. Maggard 
Mr. Bazzoli pass panel for cause. 
Court will now take noon recess. Jury panel admonished 
and excused at 11:48 a.m. until 1:15 p.m. 
Juror #79, Randall A. Bowman questioned further by 
counsel. Both counsel moved to excuse Juror #79. 
Juror #79, Randall A. Bowman excused for cause. 
Court advised counsel that there were only 36 jurors 
remaining. 
Mr. Ratliff advised the court that he thought he may 
want to excuse 7 more with his voir dire and suggested 
that more jurors may be needed. 
Mr. Bazzoli concurred with that. 
Court stated that it would advise jury commissioner to 
call the jurors in that did not appear on December 21, 
2004. Court will break early and have new jurors come 
in and complete the questionnaire. 
Court inquired of the defendant if he opposed 
proceeding this way. 
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Mr. Ciccone stated that he had no objection. 
3660 Court in recess until 1:15 p.m. 
64/3662 TAPE CHANGE A5-05 
65 Court back in session without jury panel at 1:20 p.m. 
Court stated for the record that it had had a meetir,g 
with counsel in chambers. 
Court advised counsel that rhe jury commissioner will 
be bringing in 15 new jurors at 3:15 p.m. First group of 
jurors will be excused at 3:00 p.m. 
Both counsel concurred with bringing 15 new jurors in. 
261 Jury panel brought back in and were seated in their 
proper places at 1: 26 p.m. 
Court advised the jury panel that counsel cannot speak 
with jury panel in passing or any other time outside of 
the courtroom. Court also advised the panel that an 
additional 15 jurors will be brought in and they are to 
have no discussion with them. 
Mr. Ratliff voir dire jury panel. 
Jurors excused for cause: 
#I29 Wayne Ruberry 
#36 Donald H .  Cunningham 
Mr. Ratliff requested a recess. 
2438 Court will take recess. Jury panel admonished and 
excused at 2:20 p.m. 
2519 Court in recess until 2:40 p.m. 
2526 Court back in session without jury panel at 2:48 p.m. 
Court advised counsel that juror #214, Bonita Jackson 
and juror #127, Patricia M. Allen are sisters and that 
a juror was dissatisfied that they had to be here 
tomorrow for the new jurors. 
Both counsel stated they had no objection to the Judge 
advising the jury of why they needed to be here 
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tomorrow. 
2702 Jury panel brought back in and seated in their proper 
places. Stipulated by counsel. 
Court advised the jury panel of why they needed to be 
here tomorrow. 
2807 Voir dire of jury panel continued by Mr. Ratliff. 
3534 Court will recess this jury voir dire for today. Jury 
panel admonished and excused at 3:02 p.m. until tomorrow 
at 8:45 a.m. 
Court has been advised that juror # 8 7 ,  Tierney R, 
Swenson needed to let the court know that her son would 
be scheduled for surgery. She just found out on her 
lunch break. Both counsel moved to excuse juror #87. 
Court excused Juror #87, Tierney R. Swenson for cause. 
14013839 TAPE CHANGE to A6-05 
156 Court in recess at 3:08 p.m. 
160 Court back in session with the 15 new jurors at 3:23 
p.m. 
230 Pre-voir dire instruction read to new panel. 
585 Jury panel SWORN. 
Questionnaires given to panel to fill out. 
644 Court off record to allow jurors to complete jury 
questionnaire. 
Court back on record, realized that roll call was not 
taken. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he would like roll call taken. 
Clerk takes roll call. 
Off record. 
Court back on record as jury questionnaires are 
completed. 
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Court back on the record and stated for the record that 
a side bar had been held while questionnaires being 
filled out regarding interracial marriages and will be 
brought up by the court when back in session. 
834 Court adjourned for the evening at 4:17 a.m. 
JANUARY 5, 2005 
A6-05 
0844 Court back in session with jury panel at 9:05 a.m. 
Court stated for the record that juror #111, George 
Eddy is a personal friend of the decedant's family and 
the brother of a witness and asked counsel if they 
wished to excuse the juror for cause. 
Counsel had no objection to excusing juror #Ill. 
Juror #Ill, George Edy, 111 is excused for cause. 
Voir dire of new jury panel by the court. 
Voir dire of new jury panel by Mr-Bazzoli. 
Jurors excused for cause: 
#32 Carlos Gonzales 
#44 Terryn Baldwin 
#279 La Donna Withers 
Mr. Bazzoli again passes the panel for cause. 
Voir dire of jury panel by Mr. Ratliff. 
Two items need to be taken up outside the presence of 
the jury. 
Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 9:54 
a.m. 
Court noted that Mr. Ratliff moved for juror #97, Kelly 
Duarte, to be excused for cause to which Mr. Bazzoli had 
objected in a side bar. 
Mr. Ratliff made his argurnenc as to wny he wanted her 
excused. 
3253 Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
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Second  a rgumen t  by  M r .  R a t l i f f .  
C o u r t  w i l l  d e n y  t h e  c h a l l e n g e  t o  j u r o r  #97. 
M r .  B a z z o l i  s t a t e d  f o r  t h e  r e c o r d  t h a t  j u r o r  #217 ,  
Valerie L .  P e l l e t i e r  had  s t o p p e d  a n d  s p o k e  t o  M r s .  
R a t l i f f  who i s  a s p e c t a t o r  i n  t h e  c o u r t r o o m  
C o u r t  s u g g e s t e d  t h a t  j u r o r  #217 b e  b r o u g h t  i n  a 
q u e s t i o n e d  p r i v a t e l y .  
J u r o r  Sf217, V a l e r i e  L. P e l l e t i e r  b r o u g h t  i n  and 
questioned b y  M r .  B a z z o l i .  M r .  R a t L i f f  h a d  n o  
questions f o r  h e r .  
180/3908  TAPE CHANGE t o  A7-04 
186  C o u r t  i n  recess f o r  5 m i n u t e s .  
189  C o u r t  b a c k  i n  s e s s i o n  w i t h o u t  j u r y  p a n e l  a t  1 0 : 1 8  a.m. 
J u r o r  #275,  B a r b a r a  S u l f r i d g e ,  t o  b e  b r o u g h t  i n  f o r  
p r i v a t e  v o i r  d i r e  by c o u n s e l .  M r .  R a t i i f f  moved t o  
e x c u s e  j u r o r  #275 .  M r .  B a z z o l i  h a d  no  o b j e c t i o n .  
J u r o r  #275 ,  B a r b a r a  S u l f r i d g e  e x c u s e d  o r  c a u s e .  
J u r y  p a n e l  b r o u g h t  back  i n  a n d  s e a t e d  i n  p r o p e r  p l a c e s  
a t  10 :27  a.m. S t i p u l a t e d  by c o u n s e l .  
V o i r  d i r e  o f  j u r y  p a n e l  c o n t i n u e d  b y  M s .  R a t l i f f .  
J u r o r s  e x c u s e d  f o r  c a u s e :  
#269 J a c k i e  Green 
#282 T r a v i s  E l l i o t  
C o u r t  a d v i s e d  j u r y  p a n e l  o f  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  i n n o c e n t  
u n t i l  p r o v e n  g u i l t y  and  t h a t  i t  i s  t h e  S t a t e ' s  b u r d e n  t o  
p r o v e .  
V o i r  d i r e  o f  j u r y  p a n e l  c o n t i n u e d  by  M r .  R a t l i f f .  
J u r o r  e x c u s e d  f o r  c a u s e :  
#20 J e r i l y n  Da te s  
M r .  R a t l i f f  r e q u e s t e d  a  s h o r t  recess t o  r e v i e w  h i s  
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notes. 
17713898 TAPE CHANGE to A8-05 
Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 11: 42 
a.m. 
250 Court will be in recess for 10 minutes. 
254 Court back in session without jury panel at 11:50 a.m. 
Court and counsel discuss jurors with financial 
hardships. 
Both counel stipulated that juror $22, Christopher 3. 
Sirani and #128, Arlie Raber, 3'* could be excused for 
cause. 
Jury panel brought back and in proper places at 12:02 
p.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Court stated for the record that juror #22, Christopher 
J. Sirani and #128, Arlie Raber, 3rd are excused for 
cause. 
474 Mr. Ratliff pass panel for cause. 
479 Mr. Bazzoli passes panel for cause. 
State's peremptory challenges were: 
#260 Loretta N. Hibbert 
#58 Julie A. Bates 
#75 Clayton M. Badley 
#242 Carrie L. Barkley 
#I20 Bridget R.Reid 
#217 Valerie L. Pelletier 
#28 Melissa Phillips 
#38 Stehvn Tesar 
#30 Patrick K.Landers 
#55 Michael R. Rosenberger 
#91 Kelly D. Koepnick 
Waive 
Defendant's peremptory challenges were: 
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#97 Kelly G. Duarte 
#3 David D. Growden 
#26 Nyla L. Norris 
#2L4 Bonita L. Jackson 
#88 April J. Nicolosi 
#I61 David K. Seppa 
#12 Carmen E. Bekker 
#I96 Nanette K. OIReilly 
#95 Joel W. Werrmann 
#212 Jonnathon Cook 
#11 Linda Bretz 
#I36 Marie J, Hughes 
Court advised counsel of panel to try case. 
Counsel agree as read. 
Panel seated to try case. 
#219 Bobby J. Collins 
#127 Patricia M. Allen 
#I77 Ivan E. Cantrell 
#168 Andrea L. Ross 
#124 Dan S. Cole 
#180 Randle C. Drew 
#6 Chris J. Lancaster 
#236 Jason E. Patrick 
#83 Danial R. Chandler 
#I74 Frank W. Walters 
#Jacqueline L. Madden 
#306 James Terrell 
#I97 James Allem 
#267 Paul Trueba 
1495 Both counsel accept jury as impanelled. 
Court advised selected jury to return on Friday, 
January 7, 2005 at 8:45 a.m. Jury panel admonished. 
Entire panel excused at 12:33 p.m. 
1642 Court adjourned for day at 12:34 p . m .  
JANUARY 7. 2004 
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Court back in session without jury panel at 9:04 a.m. 
Court stated for the record that an issue had been 
raised in chambers by counsel that a juror had a 
conversation with a another person and overheard by a 
3' party. Examination of the juror will be done and 
courtroom will be cleared. 
Mr. Ratliff advlsed he will need to call one witness 
before juror brought in. 
Courtroom cleared. 
Mr. Ratliff called CJ Nemeth {SWOZN) and examined. 
Cross examination by of CJ Nemeth by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Re-direct examination of CJ Nerneth by Mr. Ratliff. 
Court and parties discuss the ways to have the juror 
identified. 
Cross examination of CJ Nemeth by the court. 
Court stated that only 1 juror meets the description 
and that juror is #168, Andrea Ross. 
Juror #168, Andrea Ross brought into courtroom and 
examined by Mr. Ratliff. Mr. Bazzoli had no questions 
for the juror. 
3540 Juror excused from the courtroom. 
Mr.Ratliff had no further statement for the record. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he felt nothing improper 
happened. 
Mr. Ratliff concurred. 
Court stated that it had received CV's from 2 expert 
witnesses and would request CV's be submitted to the 
court on any other expert witnesses. Also noted that a 
tape that may be used during the trial will be reviewed 
by the court this week-end. 
Statement by Mr. Ratliff. 
Court stated for the record that it had made its ruling 
on the motion in Limine in writing, counsel may raise 
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issues during the trial. 
Mr. Bazzoli inquired as to where the attorney's may go 
during opening and closing statements and questioning. 
Court stated the attorney's are to question at the 
podium except for the younger witnesses may be in the 
well. Also may do opening and closing statements in the 
well. 
17213919 TAPE CHANGE to A12-05 
278 Jury panel brought in and in proper places#at 9:27 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
304 Jury panel sworn to try case. 
Pre-trial instructions read by Court. 
Clerk read Information and advised jury of defendant's 
plea of not guilty. 
Pre-trial instructions continued. 
Opening statement by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Opening statement by Mr. Ratliff. 
Mr. Bazzoli requested a short recess to allow camera 
crew to wrap up and get witnesses here. 
Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 10:OO 
a.m. 
Mr. Ratliff inquires of witnesses in courtroom. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated who was present and who would be 
testifying. 
1489 Court in recess until 10:15 a.m. 
1495 Court back in session without jury panel at 10:18 a.m. 
Court advised counsel that Mr. Logan from Channel 2 
knocked on door and ask court 2 questions to which he 
answered and then advised Mr. Logan he would answer no 
more questions. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated he was also approached by Mr. Logan 
concerning the length if trial and death penalty. Mr. 
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Bazzoli advised him to speak with him after the trial. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he was also approached by Mr. 
Logan regarding how many witnesses and death penalty 
and stated to refer to Mr. Bazzoli. 
Jury brought in and in proper places at 10:19 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Megan Shaw (SWORN), witness victim 
coordinator, Cindy Berry, present with the witness, and 
examined. 
Cross examination of Megan Shaw by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Megan Shaw by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Megan Shaw by Mr. Ratliff. 
Witness steps down and is excused, subject to being 
recalled. 
Mr. Bazzoli requested the drawing that Ms. Shaw drew be 
marked and admitted for illustritive purposes. State's 
Exhibit #1 marked and offered. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State's Exhibit #1 "ADMITTED" 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Darlene Shaw (SWORN) and examined. 
TAPE CHANGE A13-05 
Direct examination continued of Darlene Shaw by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Cross examination of Darlene Shaw by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Darlene Shaw by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Darlene Shaw by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Darlene Shaw by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Witness steps down and is excused, subject to recall. 
Mr. Bazzoli requests that drawi~g of last witness be 
~arked and moved it into evidence for illustritive 
purposes. 
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State's exhibit #2 marked and offered. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff, 
State's Exhibit #2 "ADMITTELT' 
Court will now take the lunch break. Jury panel 
admonished and excused for lunch at 11:42 a.m. 
Court in recess until 1:lS p.m. 
Court back in session without jury panel at 1:16 p.m. 
Court advised the parties that the jurors that live in 
King Hill will be allowed to have a motel here if the 
weather turns bad. 
Court also advised the counsel that the Court of 
Appeals had issued an opinion that might interest the 
parties. Case cited for their information. 
Jury brought in and in proper places at 1:21 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Dr. Glen Robert Groben (SWORN) and 
examined. State's Exhibit #3  to witness. Direct 
examination continued of Dr. Groben by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Matter needs to be taken up outside the presence of the 
jury. Jury panel admonished and excused to jury room at 
1:42 p.m. 
Mr. Ratliff made his argument. 
Mr. Bazzoli responded, needs to examine Dr. Groben a 
little further. 
Direct examination of Dr, Groben by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Cross examination of Dr. Groben by Mr. Ratliff. Mr. 
Ratliff withdrew his objection. 
Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 1:49 
p.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Direct examination continued of Dr. Groben by Mr. 
Bazzoli. State's exhibits #4, #5, and tf6 to witness. 
Direct examination continued of Dr. Groben by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of Staters 
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Exhibit's #4, #5, and #6. 
Mr. Ratliff asked Dr. Groben questions in aid of 
objection. No objection to the admission of the 
exhibits. 
State's Exhibits #4, #5 and #6 "ADMITTEI)" 
Mr. Bazzoli moved to publish the exhibits. 
Court allowed the exhibits to be published. 
3695 Direct examination continued of Dr. Groben by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
3872 Cross examination of Dr. Groben by Mr. Ratliff. 
178/3898 TAPE CHANGE to A14-05 
Cross examination continued of Dr. Groben by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
234 Witness steps down and is excused. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's exhibit #3. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
250 Mr. Ratliff had another question for Dr. Groben. 
Dr. Groben back on witness stand. 
Cross examination of Dr. Groben by Mr. Ratliff. 
Mr. Ratliff had no objection to the admission of 
State's exhibit #3. 
State's Exhibit # 3  "ADMITTED" 
Dr. Groben was excused again. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Alan Roberts (SWORN) and examined. 
Court needs to take a matter up outside the presence of 
the jury. Jury panel admonished and excused to jury 
room at 2:08 p.m. 
Direct examination of Alan Roberts by Mr. Bazzoli 
regarding the color of his shirt. 
Mr. Ratliff stated he would leave the matter in the 
courts discretion. 
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Court stated that it will not require the witness to 
change his shirt. 
Court will take a short recess for 15 minutes. 
Gourt back in session without jury panel at 2:23 p . m .  
Mr. Ratliff advised the court that the defendant had no 
objection to the courts ruling on the shirt issue. 
Jury brought back in and in proper places at 2:25 p . m .  
Stipulated by counsel. 
Direct examination continued of Alan Roberts by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Cross examination of Alan Roberts by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Alan Roberts by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Alan Roberts by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Alan Roberts by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Alan Roberts by Mr. Ratliff. 
Mr. Ratliff stated for the record that the defendant's 
drawing may be marked and that he would stipulate to 
its admission. 
Mr. Bazzoli requested the exhibit be marked as State's 
Exhibit #7 and admitted. 
State's Exhibit #7 "ADMITTED" 
Witness is excused and stepped down. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Stacy Hieb (SWORN) and examined. 
State's exhibit #8 to witness. Direct examination of 
Stacy Hieb continued. State's exhibit #9 to witness. 
Direct examination continued of Stacy Hieb. Move to 
publish the 911 call. 
Mr. Ratliff examines Ms. Hieb. No objection to 
p~~blishing CD. Request a limited instruction to --,he 
jury. 
3r. Bazzoli advised that it will only be the 911 cali. 
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State' s Exhibit #9 "ADMITTEIY' 
Mr. Ratliff stated that the court reporter need not 
transcribe the CD. 
M r .  Bazzoli concurred, 
2733 CD played. 
3188 Gross examination of Stacy Hieb by Mr. Ratliff. 
3450 Re-direct examination by Stay Hieb by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Mr. Ratliff advised the court that he may want to use 
some of the other recordings on the CD and clarified 
with the witness that these recordings were probably on 
the CD. No objection to the witness being excused. 
3586 Witness excused and steps down. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved the court to adjourn early due to the 
snow storm. 
Court concurred. Jury panel admonished and excused for 
the day at 3:35 p.m. to return Monday morning at 8:45 
a.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised he would be bringing the video tape 
to the judge for his review. 
Parties discussed the CD matter again. Mr. Bazzoli 
will edit the CD and have only the recordings that will 
be used in court for the jury. 
3893 Court adjourned for the day at 3:38 p.m. 
JANUARY 10, 2005 
A15-05 
176 Court back in session without jury panel at 9:05 a.m. 
331 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:09 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
370 Mr. Bazzoli calls Carol (CJ) Trosky (SWORN) and 
examined. State's exhibit #22 to witness. 
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1927 Cross examination of Christopher Banks by Mr. Ratliff. 
2474 Re-direct examination of Christopher Banks by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
~e-cross examination of Christopher Banks by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
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2761 Mr. Bazzoli requested a recess. 
Court admonished the jury panel and excused them to the 
jury room at 10:19 a.m. 
Court stated for the record the reason for the side 
bars during the testimony. 
2978 Court in recess until 10:35 a.m. 
2986 Court back in session without jury panel at 10:38 a.m. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he and Mr. Bazzoli had agreed 
"c mark the last witnessAdrawing as Defendant Exhibit 
"A" and would stipulate it into evidence. 
Jury panel brought and in proper places at 10: 40 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Court stated for the record that the parties had agreed 
to the admission of Defendant exhibit "A". 
Defendant Exhibit "A" "ADMITTED" 
3160 Mr. Bazzoli calls Rita Brown (SWORN) and examined. 
3843 Cross examination of Rita Brown by Mr. Ratliff. 
179/3899 TAPE CHANGE to A16-05 
Cross examination continues of Rita Brown by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
473 Re-direct examination of Rita Brown by Mr. Bazzoli. 
4 90 Witness steps down and is excused. 
527 Mr. Bazzoli calls Clint Andrus (SWORN) and examined. 
Court stated that a matter needed to be taken up 
outside the presence of the jury. 
Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 
11:18 a.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli questicned Mr. Andrus regarding a new 
exhibit, #25. 
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Mr. Ratliff stated his objection to the exhibit. 
Court ruled and stated that it would allow the exhibit. 
Not unfairly prejudicial. 
With that ruling Mr. Ratliff stated he would have no 
objection to exhibit #25 or #26. 
Jury brought back in and in proper places at 11:35 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Court advised the jury that it will now take the noon 
recess. Jury panel admonished and excused at 11:38 
a.m. 
Court in recess until 1 2 5 0  p.m. 
Court back in session at 12:55 p.m. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he had just received a packet 
from the State that Ms. Meade had provided. Requested 
a few minutes to review. 
Court allowed. In recess. 
Court back in session. 
Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 1:05 
p.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Donna Meade (SWORN), out of order to 
accommodate Ms. Meadef s schedule and examined. Statef s 
exhibit #27 to witness. Direct examination continued 
of Donna Meade by Mr. Bazzoli. State's exhibit #28 to 
witness. Direct examination continued of Donna Meade. 
Statef s exhibit #29 to witness. Direct examination 
continued of Donna Meade by Mr. Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli 
moved for admission of State's exhibits #27 and #29. 
Mr. Ratliff had no objection. 
Statef s Exhibits #27 and #29 "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Donna Meade by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Statef s exhibits #30, #31, and #32 to 
witness. Direct examination continued of Donna Meade 
by Mr. Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of 
State's exhibits #30, #31 and #32. 
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objection by Mr. 
State' s Exhibits #30, 31 and tt32 "ADMITTEDf' 
Direct examination continued of Donna Meade by Mr. 
Bazzoli. State' s exhibit #33 to witness. Direct 
examination co~tinued of Donna Meade by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's Exhibit #33. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State's Exhibit #33 "AMLTTETY' 
Cross examination of Donna Meade by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Donna Meade by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Witness steps down and is excused. 
Clint Andrus retakes the stand and direct examination 
continues by Mr. Bazzoli. 
TAPE CHANGE to A17-04 
Direct examination continues of Clint Andrus by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli moved to admit State's exhibits 
#23 and #24. 
Mr. Bazzoli had no objecton. 
State's Exhibit #23 and #24 "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Clint Andrus. Mr. 
Bazzoli moved to admit State's exhibit #25. 
Mr. Ratliff objected based on a prior argument without 
the jury present. 
State' s Exhibit #25 "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Clint Andrus by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's 
exhibit #26. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State' s Exhibit #26 "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Clint Andrus by Mr. 
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Bazzoli. State's exhibit #34, #35 and #36 to witness. 
Direct examination continued of Clint Andrus by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's 
exhibits #34, #35 and #38 after additional foundation 
laid with the video tape to be played. 
Mr. Ratliff had no objection to proceeding that way. 
Court will admit State's exhibit #34, #35 and # 3 6  after 
sufficient foundation has been laid, 
Cross examination of Clint Andrus by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination by Clint Andrus by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Fee-cross examination of Glint Andrus by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Glint Andrus by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Clint Andrus by Mr. Ratliff. 
Witness steps down and is excused subject to recall. 
Court will now take the afternoon recess. Jury panel 
admonished and excused to the jury room at 2:23 p.m. 
Mr. Ratliff inquired as tot he whereabouts of the 
evidence envelopes, does not want jury to have, 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he had then and concurred that 
the jury does not need them. 
Court discussed the video tape that was to be played. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that the transcript of the 
deposition would be State's exhibit #37. 
Court in recess until 2:45 p.m. 
Courtba ck in session at 2:48 p.m, Jury panel brought 
in and in proper places. Stipulated by cousnel. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that Mr. Brown was not available as 
previously stated on record through the testimony of 
his wife and that a deposition had been done. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that the video would be marked 
State's exhibit #38. 
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Mr. Bazzoli concurred. 
Court read a limited instruction for the record 
regarding the video tape of the deposition. 
Mr. Ratliff thought there was another instruction to 
include the transcript and that if a questions should 
refer to the video instead of the transcript. . 
Mr. aazzoli had n o objection to that limitation. Mr. 
Bazzoli moved to mark and admit the video tape and 
transcript as State's exhibit #37 and #38. 
Mr. Ratliff had no objection. 
Jury brought in and in proper places at 2:53 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Court advised the jury of the stipulation by the 
parties as to State's exhibit #37 and #38. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for the admission of State' s Exhibits 
#37 and # 3 8 .  
Mr. Ratliff had no objection. 
State' s Exhibit #37 and #38 "ADMITTEIY' and will be 
published to the jury. 
Limited instruction regarding the video and the 
transcript read to the jury. 
Mr. Ratliff stated for the record that the court 
reported need not transcribe the video. 
Mr. Bazzoli concurred. 
2405 Video played for the jury panel. 
3843 Video finished. Mr. Bazzoli stated that the drawing 
that the witness did in the deposition is in the back 
of the transcript and marked as an exhibit. 
Court stated that State's Exhibit #34 and #36 are 
"ACMITTEIY' 
181/3903 TAPE CHANGE to Al.8-05 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Nichael Barclay (SWORN) and examined. 
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S t a t e ' s  e x h i b i t s  #39 and  #40 t o  t h e  w i t n e s s .  
410 M r .  R a t l i f f  s t a t e d  he  wanted  t o  t a k e  a m a t t e r  up 
o u t s i d e  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  t h e  j u r y .  
415 J u r y  p a n e l  admonished and  e x c u s e d  t o  t h e  j u r y  room a t  
3 :30  P.M. 
M r .  R a t l i f f  a s k e d  t h e  w i t n e s s  q u e s t i o n s  c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  
e x h i b i t s .  
704 M r .  B a z z o l i  a s k e d  fo l low-up  q u e s t i o n s  o f  t h e  w i t n e s s .  
1 0 0 5  M r .  R a t l i f f  a s k e d  f u r t h e r  q u e s t i o n s .  M r .  R a t l i f f  f e e l s  
w i t n e s s  i s  m i s l e a d i n g  t h e  j u r y .  
1206 M r .  B a z z o l i  a s k s  f u r t h e r  q u e s t i o n s  o f  t h e  w i t n e s s .  
1284 Response  by M r .  R a t l i f f .  
1311  C o u r t ' s  r u l i n g .  Can t e s t i f y  what was s e e n  by  him b u t  
may n o t  r e n d e r  a n  o p i n i o n .  
M r .  R a t l i f f  t a l k s  a b o u t  s c u f f  mark a n d  s c u f f l e  mark 
n o t e d  on S t a t e ' s  e x h i b i t  #40 .  
S c u f f l e  n e e d s  t o  b e  removed f rom t h e  e x h i b i t .  
1542 M r .  B a z z o l i  a s k s  w i t n e s s  h i s  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  s c u f f  marks .  
The c o u r t  s t a t e d  s c u f f l e  c a n n o t  b e  u s e d .  
M r .  B a z z o l i  s a t e d  t h e r e  would b e  a n o t h e r  v i d e o  t a p e  
p l a y e d  a n d  wan t s  t o  know o f  d e f e n s e  h a s  a n  o b j e c t i o n  t o  
t h e  v i d e o .  
M r .  R a t l i f f  s t a t e d  t h e  o b j e c t i o n s  h e  h a d .  
Cour t  n o t e d  i t  had  n o t  s e e n  t h e  v i d e o .  
M r .  B a z z o l i  s t a t e d  he  had had  no  o b j e c t i o n  r e g a r d i n c j  
t h e  v i d e o  by  M r .  R a t l i f f .  
M r .  R a t l i f f  s t a t e s  t h e  t a p e  i s  m i s l e a d i n g .  
Cour t  would l i k e  t o  view t h e  t a p e  t h i s  e v e n i c g  a n d  x a k e  
i t s  r u l i n g  tomorrow. 
1782 J u r y  p a n e l  b r o u g h t  back  i n  and  i n  p r o p r  p l a c e s  a t  4:C6 
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p . m .  Stipulated by counsel. 
1807 Direct examination continued of Michael Barclay by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli moves for adxissisn of State's 
exhibit #39 and #40. 
2084 No objection by Mr. Ratiiff. 
2087 Statef s Exhibit #39 and #40 "AEMITTED~' 
Direct examination continued of Michael Barclay by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Evidence bag given to witness. Direct 
examination continued of Michael Barclay by Mr. 
Bazzoli. State's exhibit #41 marked. Direct 
examination continued of Michael Barclay. Mr. Bazzoli 
moved for admission of State's exhibit #41, 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State' s Exhibit #41 "ADMITTED" 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he would like to reserve 
further examination until the court had ruled on the 
next video tape. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he would also like to wait for 
cross examination until the ruling. 
2440 Court will excuse the jury for today. Jury panel 
admonished and excused for the day at 4:20 p.m. to 
return tomorrow at 8 :45  p.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli suggested that the court view the video now 
and possibly make its ruling. 
Court stated that it could do that. 
2520 Mr. Ratliff had no objection. 
Discussion of the sweater by parties. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that the sweater would be marked as 
State's exhibit #42 and moved for admission. 
Court stated that it could be marked by the clerk but 
will not admit until jury panel back. 
Mr. Bazzoli examined Michael Barclay to lay the 
foundation for the video tape. 
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2866 Video played. 
3137 Mr. Bazzoli examined Michael Barclay further. 
3230 Mr. Ratliff examined Michael Barclay. No objection to 
the video as long as there is a limited instruction. 
Court will allow. Mr. Ratliff to prepare a draft of the 
limited instruction and submit to the court tomorrow by 
8:45 a.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli inquired of the court if it had viewed the 
tape made by Officer Olaso. 
Court stated it had reviewed. 
Mr. Ratliff objects to the narration Officer Olaso does 
on the video. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised he will not play the sound. 
Court concurs that the sound should not be played. 
Mr. Ratliff also stated that the car is larger and the 
view will be different. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated it is not for the view but for the 
lighting conditions. 
Court noted that it shows the relationship of the road 
to the fence. Limited instruction can be done. 
3369 Court is adjourned at 4:45 p.m. 
JANUARY 11, 2005 
A19-05 
72 Court has been advised that Juror #236 Jason E. Patrick 
stated that he heard the name "Eddy" and wanted the 
counsel to be aware he was a neighbor to Jessica Eddy. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised that he will not be calling Jessica 
Eddy. 
Court also noted that it had further reviewed the video 
tapes and that they me the deficition of relevancy and 
chat the evidence is not misleading. Court also noted 
there was no proposed instructio~ subnitted by Mr. 
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Ratliff. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he had submi-trted 2 of  hem 
about 8:30 a.m. 
Court did not get, reviewed Ms. Ratliff's. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that audio would not be played and 
that as far as the limited instruction to be used he 
would prefer the one Mr. Ratliff provided. 
Mr. Ratliff suggested to combine pat of the courts with 
his. 
Mr. Bazzoli concurred. 
Mr. Ratliff advised that his expert witness will be 
here during the testimony of the Troopers that were on 
the scene. 
Court stated that it had previously ruled that would be 
acceptable. 
531 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:18 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
560 Mr. Bazzoli calls Michael Barclay (previously sworn) to 
the stand for continued examination. State's exhibit 
#43 to the witness. Direct examination continues of 
Michael Barclay by Mr. Bazzoli. Move for admission of 
Statef s exhibit #43. 
No objecton by Mr.Ratliff. 
Statef s Exhibit #43 "ADMITTED" 
659 Direct examination continues of Michael Barclay by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli also advised that State's exhibit 
#42 was marked last night after the jurors had left and 
would move for its admission. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that that had been agreed that it 
would be admitted. 
Statef s Exhibit #42 "ADMITTED" 
State's exhibit #44 was marked. 
Mr. Ratliff requested that a limited instruction be 
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given to the jury panel regarding the videotape. 
CourP"DM1TTEL)" State's Exhibit #44 and read a limited 
instruction to the jury. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved to publish the videotape. 
Court so allowed. 
1010 Videotape played for jury. 
1199 Direct examination continued of Michael Barclay by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
1237 Cross examination of Michael Barclay by Mr. Ratliff. 
1632 Re-direct examination of Michael Barclay by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
1815 Re-cross examination of Michael Barclay by Mr.Ratliff. 
2056 Re-direct examination of Michael Barclay by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
2082 Re-cross examination by Mr.Ratliff. 
2099 Witness steps down and excused, subject to recall. 
2134 Short recess taken. Jury panel admonished and excused 
to jury room at 10:OO a.m. 
2 17 6 Court in recess until 10:15 a.m. 
2i81 Court back in session at 10:16 a.m. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he and Mr. Bazzoli agreed to 
mark the speed chart done by Mr. Barclay as State's 
exhibit #45. Also stated that his expert witness is 
running late and the parties have agreed that he can be 
told by Mr. Ratliff what was said by any witness 
testimony he may miss. 
2321 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 10:18 
a.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
2365 Mr. Bazzoli calls Gregory M. Eiarris (SWORN) ar,d 
examined. State's exhiblt 4 6  xo witness. Direct 
examination continues of Gregory M. Harris by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Xove for admission of State's exhibit #46. 
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Mr. Ratliff asks questions for clarification. No 
objection for the admission of State's exhibit #46. 
Side bar with counsel. 
Statef s exhibit #46 "ADMITTELY" 
Cross examination of Gregory M. Warris by Mr. Ratliff. 
TAPE CHANGE to A20-05 
Cross examination continues of Gregory M. Harris by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
Mr. Ratliff requested a short recess to talk with his 
expert witness. 
Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 
10:55 a.m. 
Court in recess until 11:lO a.m. 
Court back in session at 11:13 a.m. 
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 11:15 
a.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Cross examination continued of Gregory M. Harris by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
Witness steps down and is excused, subject to recall. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Rahn Olaso (SWORN) and examined. 
State's exhibit #47 is marked and handed to witness. 
Direct examination continued of Rahn Olaso by Mr. 
Bazzoli. State's exhibit #48 and #49 marked. Mr. 
Bazzoli moves for admission of State's exhibit #49 and 
#4 9. 
Mr. Ratliff stated he had no objection to #49 but had a 
standing objection to #48 and would request a limited 
instruction. 
State's Exhibit #49 and #48 "ADMITTED" and will publish 
#48. 
Court read limited instruction to the jury. 
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Videotape played for the jury. 
2690 Direct examination continued of Rahn Olaso by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
2767 Court will now take lunch recess. Jury panel 
admonished and excused for lunch at 12:06 a.m. 
Court in recess until 1:30 p.m. 
2790 Court back in session without jury panel at 1:30 p.m. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that it was agreed between the 
parties that the drawing by witness Harris would be 
marked and admitted. 
Drawing marked as Defendant exhibit "B" and will be 
admitted when the jury returns. 
2907 Jury panel brought back in and in proper places at 1:38 
p.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Court advised the jury panel of Defendant exhibit "B" 
was marked and will be admitted. 
Defendant Exhibit " B" "ADMITTED" 
2982 Defendant exhibit "C" marked and given to Rahn Olaso 
who had retaken the witness stand. Cross examination 
of Rahn Olaso by Mr. Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "D" 
marked and handed to defendant. Cross examination 
continued of Rahn 3laso by Mr. Ratliff. 
179/3905 TAPE CHANGE to A21-05 
Cross examination continues of Rahn Olaso by Mr. 
Ratlif f. 
355 Re-direct examination of Rahn Olaso by Mr. Bazzoli. 
636 Re-cross examination of Rahn Olaso by Mr. Ratliff. 
727 Re-direct examina~ion of Rahn Olaso by Mr. Bazzoli. 
806 Re-cross examination of Rahn Olaso by Mr. Ratliff. 
8 4 5 Witness steps down and is excused. 
Xatter needs to be taken up withour the presence of the 
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jury. 
878 Jury panel and admonished and excused to the jl~ry room 
at 2:10 p.m. 
950 Mr. Ratliff calls Fred Daniel Rice (SWORN) and 
examined. Defendant Exhibit "E" is marked. Mr. 
Ratliff withdrew Exhibit "Em due to it being the wrong 
exhibit and requested to use the State's exhibit. 
State's exhibit #50 marked and to witness. Direct 
examination of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. Ratliff. 
Mr. Bazzoli objected to the examination. 
Court notes that it feels that the issue is a 
disagreement by the experts. Jury can sort out the 
different opinions. 
Mr. Bazzoli requested a short recess. 
1712 Court in recess at 2:30 p.m. until 2:40 p.m. 
1716 Court back in session without jury panel at 2:40 p.m. 
1718 Mr. Ratliff stated that he had arranged to get a 
transcript of Mr. Rice's testimony on the previous 
examination and will be getting the direct testimony of 
Mr. Rice and wanted to go over the transcript with his 
expert this evening. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated the Mr. Ratliff had plenty of time 
to go over this information with his expert. 
Further argument by Mr. Ratliff. 
1834 Further statement by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Court will take this matter under advisement until 
after the testimony by Mr. Rice. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he plans on finishing up his 
case on the 21St. 
Jury panel in and in proper places at 2:48 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Direct examinaticn of Fred Daniel Rice (previously 
sworn) by Mr. Bazzoli. State's exhibit #50 to witness. 
Direct examination continued of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. 
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Bazzoli. Move for admission of State's exhibit #50. 
Mr. Ratliff objected as previously stated for the 
record. 
State's Exhibit #50 "ADMITTECI" 
Direct examination continued of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
181/3902 TAPE CHANGE to A22-05 
Direct examination of Fred Daniel Rice continued by Mr. 
Bazzoli. State's exhibit #51 to witness. Direct 
examination continued of Fred Daniel. Rice by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Court will grant the request of the defense to allow 
time to review the transcript of the witness' 
testimony. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated he wasn't sure if the witness was 
available. Witness is teaching. 
Mr. Ratliff suggested that the matter be taken up 
outside the presence of the jury. 
1083 Jury panel admonished and excused for the evening at 
3:50 p.m. 
Discussion of the available times by parties. Witness 
to return in the morning. 
Mr. Bazzoli also requested a copy of the transcript. 
1268 Court adjourned for the day at 3:55 p.m. 
JANUARY 12, 2005 
A23-05 
0006 Court back in session without jury panel at 9:03 a.m. 
0 0 67 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:05 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
OCSO Cross examination of Fred Caniel Rice (previously 
sworn) by Mr. Ratlif f . Defendant Exhibit ""' r to 
witness. Cross examination continued of Fred Daniel 
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Rice. Defendant Exhibit "G" to witness. Gross 
examination continued of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. 
Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant 
Exhibit "F"' and "G" . 
Mr. Bazzoli objected, no discovery on the exhibits. 
Defendant Exhibits "F"' and "G" "ACMITTED" 
Cross examination continued of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. 
Ratlif f. 
Re-direct examination of Fred Daniel Rice by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Dr. Nathan Andrew (SMORN) and 
examined. State exhibit #52 marked and given to 
witness. Direct examination continued of Dr. Nathan 
Andrew by Nr. Bazzoli. 
Cross examination of Dr. Nathan Andrew by Mr. Ratliff. 
Move to admit State's exhibit #52. 
No object ion. 
State's exhibit #52 "ADMITTEL)" 
Re-direct examination of Dr. Nathan Andres by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Dr. Nathan Andrew by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Witness steps down and is excused. 
Short recess will be taken. 
Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 
10:lO a.m. 
Court noted it had two matters he stated that he needed 
to put on the record regarding the side bars that were 
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held yesterday. 
2807 Court in recess until 10:25 a.m. 
2809 Court back in session at 10:25 a.m. 
2878 Jury brought in and in proper places at 10:26 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
2910 Mr. Bazzoli calls Eric Parker (SWORN) and examined. 
3494 Cross examination of Eric Parker by Mr. Ratliff. 
3583 Witness steps down and is excused. 
3615 Mr. Bazzoli calls Jessica f4. Herr (SWORN) and examined. 
Formerly Jessica M. Terry. 
178/3898 TAPE CHANGE to A24-05 
Direct examination continued of Jessica M. Herr. 
658 Cross examination of Jessica M. Herr by Mr. Ratliff. 
784 Re-direct examination of Jessica M. Herr by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
851 Re-cross examination of Jessica M. Herr by Mr. Ratliff. 
910 Re-direct examination of Jessica M. Herr by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Side bar. 
971 Witness steps down and is excused subject to recall. 
Mr. Bazzoli requests a short recess. 
98 6 Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 
11:08 a.m. 
Court stated for the record the reason why the side bar 
was held. Court stated that no witness may wear purple 
and that the court will not tolerate it. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that it was not aware of what the 
witnesses were wearing, ~sually does not see them 
before they testify. 
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Mr. Ratliff clarified why he wanted the witness told 
not to talk. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised that he will tell his witnesses 
that they may not discuss their testimony with anyone. 
He also stated that he will be leading some witnesses 
so that something isn't said that shouldn't be. 
Mr. Ratliff stated he would agree with that but will go 
case by case. 
Court in recess until 11:20 a.m. 
1189 Court back in session without jury panel at 11:28 a.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised the court that Kathleen Figueredo 
would be the next witness and she is wearing a shirt 
that may be considered purple, but that Mr. Ratliff 
concurred that it was not the purple that was not 
allowed in the courtroom. 
1262 Jury brought in and in proper places at 11:30 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
1282 Mr. Bazzoli calls Kathy Figueredo (SWORN) and examined. 
Statef s exhibit #53 marked and to witness. Direct 
examination continued of Kathy Figueredo by Mr. 
Bazzoli. Move for Admission of State's exhibit #53. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State's Exhibit #53 "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Kathy Figueredo by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Side bar. 
Direct examination continued of Kathy Figueredo by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Mr. Ratliff requested a matter be taken up outside the 
presence of the jury. 
1779 Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 
11:43 a.m. 
1315 Mr. Ratliff objected to the term "abuse" as being used 
by che witness. 
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Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
1869 Response by Mr. Ratliff. 
Court stated that the witness may testify as to what 
was observed and as to what defendant told her. 
Witness cannot use any terms prejudicial to the 
defendant. "Abuse"cannot be used by the witness. 
Mr. Ratliff requested a limited instruction or to have 
the word "abuse" stricken. 
Court stated that the word had been used twice and 
could noc strike from the record and will not prepare a 
limited instruction. 
2005 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 11:48 
a.m. Stipulated by counsel 
Direct examination continues of Kathy Figueredo by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
2347 Side bar. 
2417 Direct examination continues of Kathy Figuereclo by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
2 672 Mr. Ratliff has no questions. 
2678 Witness steps down. 
Mr. Bazzoli has no further witnesses today. 
Court will adjourn for today. Jury panel admonished at 
excused at 12:03 p.m. until Friday. 
2868 Court is adjourned at 12:06 p.m. 
JANUARY 14, 2005 
A26-05 
Court back in session without jury panel at 9:01 a.m. 
Court has been advised that juror #264, Jacqueline 
Madden husband has been diagnosed with cancer. Court 
is concerned her focus will not be on the trial. Courc 
intends to excuse juror. 
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Mr. Bazzoli stated thathe feels the juror s h o u l d  be 
brought in for voir dire. 
Mr. Ratliff concurred but feels the court should ask 
the questions. 
Juror brought in and questioned by the court. 
Voir dire of the juror by Mr. Bazzoli. Mr. Bazzoli 
suggested she advised the court on Tuesday what time 
husbands appointment is on Wednesday and reserve the 
ruling until Tuesday when she advised the court of the 
time. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he wold like to take the matter 
up outside the presence of the juror. 
Court advised the juror that if it does become 
necessary the court will excuse her. 
Juror excused to jury room. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he would like to have the juror 
excused now feels she is preoccupied with her husband's 
health issue. 
Court stated that it will not excuse the juror at this 
time but depending on what she finds out on Tuesday and 
when she needs to be in Nampa Wednesday will depend on 
whether she is excused. 
Court will take up the matter on the privilege issue. 
Oral argument by Mr. Ratliff 
Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Second argument by Mr. Ratliff. 
Ruling by the court stated for the record. Court will 
allow the testimony. 
Court will now take up the request for limited 
instruction and the motion to reconsider. 
Argument by Mr. Ratliff. 
TAPE CHANGE to A27-05 
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Argument continued Ratbiff. 
300 Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he would like witnesses 
examined before jury comes in. Argument on limited 
instruction. 
Court will give limiting instruction and that it is 
appropriate. 
498 No problem with limited instruction. Testimony of 
Michaela Larios discussed. 
Court stated it falls within the instruction. 
Mr. Ratliff again stated he would like the offer of 
proof before jury brought in. 
Limiting instruction read for the record. 
Mr. Ratliff stated it may apply to other witnesses and 
witnesses already discussed. 
Court stated that Mr. Ratliff can advise and court will 
give limiting instruction. 
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:43 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's exhibit #35. 
Mr. Ratliff had no objection. 
Staters Exhibit: #35 "ADMITTED' 
740 Mr. Bazzoli calls Timothy M. Ruth (SWORN) and examined. 
Staters exhibit #54 marked and to witness. Direct 
examination continued of Timothy M. Ruth by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
929 Cross examination of Timothy M. Ruth by Mr. Ratliff. 
943 Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's exhibit #54. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State's Exhibit #54 "ADMITTED" 
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954 Witness steps down and excused. 
975 Mr. Bazzoli calls Butch L. Hansen (SWORN) and examined, 
2043 Cross examination of Butch L. Hansen by Mr. Ratliff. 
2100 Witness steps down and is excused. 
2735 Jury brought in and in proper places at 10: 48 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
2775 Mr. Bazzoli calls Edna Lacey (SWORN) and examined. 
State's exhibit #55 marked and to witness. Direcc 
examination continued of Edna Lacey by Mr. Bazzoli, 
Statef s exhibit #56 marked and to witness. Eirect 
examination continued of Edna Lacey by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for actmission of State exhibit #56 .  
Mr. Ratliff objected. 
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2 6 i; 
Court reviewed State's exhibit #56 and will admit. 
State's exhibit #56 "ADMITTED" 
Mr. Ratliff had no questions for the witness. 
3309 Witness steps down and is excused. 
3350 Mr. Bazzoli calls Michaela Larios (SWORN) and examined. 
174/3908 TAPE CEANGE to A28-05 
Direct examination continued of Michaela Larios by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Cross examination of Michaela Larios by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Michaela Larios by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
648 Re-cross examination of Michaela Larios by Mr. Ratliff. 
684 Witness steps down and is excused. 
Limited instruction read to jury panel. 
Court will recess for lunch. Jury panel admonished and 
excused for lunch at 11:25 a.m. 
Mr. Ratliff discussed State exhibit #55, waiver was 
dated 1 day after. 
Statement by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Court will take matter under advisement regarding #55. 
Mr. Bazzoli states further plans for witnesses. will 
probably finish early today. State's case is on time 
for finishing . 
1025 Court in recess until 1:00 p.m. 
1058 Court back in session without jury panel at 1:05 p.m. 
Court discusses jury instructions. 
Court states its ruling on S~ate's exhibit #55. 
State's exhibit X55 is admissible with a limited 
instruction as to the stricken part of the exhibit. 
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Mr. Bazzoli moved to admit State's exhibit #55. 
Mr. Ratliff stated he had already argued his objection. 
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 1:15 p.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Butch Boardwine (SWORN) and examined. 
Cross examination of Butch Boardwine by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Butch Boardwine by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Butch Boardwine by Mr.Ratliff 
Re-direct examination of Butch Boardwine by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Butch Boardwine by Mr. Ratliff. 
Witness steps down and excused at 1:26 p.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised the court that his next witness 
will no be available until 2:00 p.m. 
Court will recess until the witness arrives. Jury 
panel admonished and excused to jury room at 1:28 p.m. 
Court in recess until witness arrives. 
Court back in session without jury panel at 1:57 p.m. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that State's proposed exhibit #57 
would need to have page 3 removed. Mr. Bazzoli 
concurred. Court reviewed and also concurred. 
Court will remove that page. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that on page 5 of State's exhibit 
#57 question #57 needs to be redacted. 
Mr. Bazzoli objected and stated for the record, why. 
Ccurt stated that it felt that question $57 was 
unclear. Potentially prejudicial. Will grant rnoti.cn 
and have question $57 removed. 
Mr. Ratliff accepted redacted page. 
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Cour t  s t a t e d  t h a t  t h e  p a r t i e s  a g r e e d  t h a t  i f  t h e r e  was 
n o  v e r d i c t  by F r i d a y  a n o t h e r  District  Judge  c o u l d  t a k e  
t h e  verdict .  
3508 J a r y  b r o u g h t  i n  and  i n  p r o p e r  p l a c e s  a t  9: 1 9  a . m .  
S t i p u l a t e d  b y  c o u n s e l .  
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No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State's Exhibit #59 '"ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Xr. 
aazzoli. State's exhibit #45 to witness. Direct 
examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's Exhibit #45. 
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No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
Statef s Exhibit #45 "'ADMITTEW 
Direct examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Mr. Bazzoli advised he had no further questions at this 
time but has two videos that need to be played. 
Suggested a short recess to set up, can play one before 
the juror needed to leave or Mr. Ratliff may do cross 
examination. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he had no objection to the 
admission of the video tapes. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated they would be marked Statef s exhibit 
i t60 and #61. 
Court stated that we could break early today and play 
both videos on Friday morning. State's exhibits #6O and 
#61 will be "ADP4ITTET)" 
Mr. Ratliff stated he would reserve cross examination 
of Catherine Wolfe until after the videos are played. 
2295 Jury panel admonished and excused at 10: 15 a.m. until 
Friday. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated he would have corrections to the 
jury instructions to the court by Friday. 
Mr. Ratliff advised that he would probably be providing 
more for the court to review. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that a video that Mr. Ratliff 
intended to play had a couple of issues that may need to 
have a ruling on before played to the jury. Will provide 
today to the court for its review 
2540 Court adjourned at 10:19 a.m. 
JANUARY 21, 2005 
A36-05 
7 2 9 Co~rt back in session without jury panel at 9:00 a.m. 
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Mr. Bazzoli stated that the transcripts of the video 
tape will be marked, admitted and submitted to the jury 
for their deliberations with the instruction that the 
videotape will prevail over the transcript. Transcripts 
are marked State's Exhibit #62 and # 6 3 .  
Mr. Ratliff advised that he had no objection to 
proceeding that way. He also stated that their witness 
Thomas Reedy would be available and would not be using 
the deposition. Court reporter need not transcribe the 
videotape while being played. 
Court read the proposed instruction to counsel for 
their approval. 
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 9:12 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Court read instruction to jury panel regarding the 
video tapes and the transcripts. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's exhibit #62 
and #63. 
No objection by Mr. Ratliff. 
State's Exhibit #62 and #63 "ADMITTED" 
Video played for jury panel. 
TAPE CHANGE to A37-05 
Continuation of playing of Videotape. 
Morning recess. Jury panel admonished and excused to 
jury room at 10:34 a.m. 
Court in recess until 10:50 a.m. 
Court back in session without jury panel at 10:54 a.m. 
Jury panel in and in proper places at 10:55 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Court advised the jury panel of how long the ~zideotape 
would be would play till lunch, then court will cake 
lunch break and then play the second video. 
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Videotape continued. 
TAPE CHANGE to A38-05 
Videotape continued. 
Videotape stops. 
Court will now take lunch recess. Jury panel 
admonished and excused for lunch at 12:43 p.m. 
Court in recess until 2:15 p.m. 
Court back in session without jury panel at 2:15 p.m. 
Court advised it had received requested changes in the 
jury instructions by the State. Court has no problem 
with changing Instruction Nos. 18, 19 and 20. Court 
also stated in regards to the justification or excuse 
will only be used if needed. Court also stated that 
Instruction #33 the last sentence is misleading, cuts 
off further consideration of the jury. Will be 
reviewing. 
Mr. Ratliff stated he did have some issues regarding 
the jury instructions. 
Discussion of jury instructions between the parties. 
Mr. Ratliff will be provided a new copy of the jury 
instructions at the next break.. 
Mr. Ratliff also requested that he would like the 
lesser included offense of Aggravated Assault added to 
the packet. 
Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Further argument by Mr. Ratliff. 
Court will look at the issue. 
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 2:29 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Second video played to 2ury panel. (2:30 p.m.) 
TAPE CHANGE to A39-05 
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Continued playing of videotape. 
Video finished (3:40 p.m.) 
Court will take afternoon recess. Jury panel 
admonished and excused to the jury room at 3:41 p.m. 
Court in recess until 3 5 5  p.m. 
Court back in session without jury panel at 4:00 p.m. 
Court advised it had meeting in chambers with counsel. 
Next witness, Steve Neff, will be taken out of order 
and then cross examination of Cathy Wolfe by Mr. Ratiiff 
will take place on Monday and the State will finish up 
on Monday. 
Jury panel brosght in and in proper places at 4:03 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Mr. Bazzoli calls Steve A. Neff (SWORN) and examined. 
Mr. Ratlif f had Defendant exhibits "I" and " Jt'marked. 
Cross examination of Steve A. Neff by Mr. Ratliff. Mr. 
Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant exhibits "I" 
and " Jf' . 
No objection by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Defendant Exhibit " I" and " Jf' "ADMITTED" 
3630 Re-direct examination of Steve A. Neff by Mr. Bazzoli. 
179/3894 TAPE CHANGE to A40-05 
Re-direct examination continued of Steve A. Neff by Mr 
Bazzoli. 
188 Re-cross examination of Steve A. Neff by Mr. Ratliff. 
222 Re-direct examination of Steve A. Neff by Mr. Bazzoli. 
229 Witness steps down and is excused. 
236 Court will recess for the evening. Jury panel 
admonished and excused for evenicg at 4:26 p . m .  
27'7 Court adjourned at 4:27 p.m. 
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JANUARY 24, 2005 
A40-05 
Court back in session without jury panel at 8:58 a.m. 
Court stated that in regard to the instruction for 
aggravated battery or aggravated assault, the court has 
reviewed and will not be including them in the 
instructions. Counsel may provide authority to the 
court if they wish. 
Counsel was also informed that the verdict form was 
completed and to the clerk for typing. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated he would like to see a copy of the 
instructions with all the corrections. 
Court advised that it will provide new copies. 
Jury panel in and in proper places at 9:04 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Cross examination of Catherine Wolf (previously sworn) 
by Mr. Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "K" marked and to 
witness. Cross examination continued of Catherine 
Wolfe by Mr. Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission 
of Defendant Exhibit "K" . 
Mr. Bazzoli had no objection. 
Defendant Exhibit \'Kt' "ADMIITED" 
Defendant exhibit "L" marked and to witness. 
Cross examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant 
exhibit "L" . 
Mr. Bazzoli had no objection. 
Defendant Exhibit "L" "ADMITTED" 
Cross examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Ratliff. Cefendant exhibit "M" marked and ts witness. 
Cross examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant 
exhibit "M" . 
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Mr. Bazzoli had no objection. 
Defendant Exhibit " W' "ADMITTED' 
Cross examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "N" marked and to witness. 
Cross examination continued of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Re-cross examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. Ratliff. 
Re-direct examination of Catherine Wolfe by Mr. 
Bazzoli. 
Witness steps down. 
Mr. Bazzoli rested his case. 
Mr. Ratliff wished to make motions outside the presence 
of the jury 
Jury panel 
9:40 a.m. 
admonished and excused the jury room at 
Mr. Ratliff moved for acquittal of lSt Degree Murder, 
Counts I and 11. 
Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Further argument by Mr. Ratliff. 
Second response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Ruling by court stated for record. Premeditation and 
malice was involved. Motion DENIED. 
Court advised the defendant of his rights to testify 
and will issue an instruction if he does not wish to 
testify. Defendant advised that he understood. 
Court will take a recess until :0:G3 a.m. 
COURT XINUTZS - 
?age - 50 
DECEMBER 21, 2005, JANUARY 4 - 
Court back in session at 19:03 a.m. without jury panel. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that the parties would stipulate 
into admission Defendant exhibit "0". 
Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 10: 08 
a.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Mr. Ratliff offered Defendant exhibit "0" into 
evidence. 
Court noted that through stipulation Defendant Exhibit 
"0" is "ADMTTTEV . 
Mr. Ratliff calls Brandt Freeman (SWORN) and examined. 
Nr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant exhibit 
" N" . 
Mr. Bazzoli asked question in aid of objection. Mr. 
Bazzoli objected to Defendant exhibit "N". 
Response by Mr.Ratliff. 
Defendant Exhibit "N" "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "Q" marked and to witness. 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant 
Exhibit " Q" . 
Mr. Bazzoli objected. 
Court stated more foundation needed to be laid. 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratlif f. Mr. Ratliff moved again for the admission of 
Defendant exhibit " Q" . 
Mr. Bazzoli had no objection. 
Defendant Exhibit " Q" "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continged of Brandt Freerr,an by ?4r. 
Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "3" xarked and to witn~lss. 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman. Mr. 
Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant exhibit " R " .  
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No objection by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Defendant Exhibit "R'f  "ADMITTEW 
Defendant exhibit " S" marked. 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Defendant exhibit 'S" to witness. Direct 
examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. Ratliff. 
Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant exhibit 
" S" . 
Mr. Bazzoli requested more foundation. 
Direct examination continued of Defendant exhibit " S" 
by Mr. Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved again for the 
a&ission of Defendant exhibit "S". 
Mr. Bazzoli had no objection. 
Defendant Exhibit " S" "ADMITTED" 
3773 Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. 
17513898 TAPE CHANGE to A41-05 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "T" was marked and handed to 
witness. Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman 
by Mr. Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of 
Defendant exhibit "T". 
No objection by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Defendant Exhibit "T" "ADMITTED" 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "U" marked and to witness. 
Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant 
exhibit " U" . 
Mr. Bazzoli had no objection. 
Defendant Exhibit " U" "A3MITTETY' 
359 Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Defendant exhibit "V" marked and to witness. 
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Direct examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Mr. 
Ratliff. Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant 
exhibit "V" . 
Mr. Bazzoli had questions I aid of objection to 
exhibit. We had no objection as long as it is used for 
a limited purpose. 
Defendant Exhibit " Vfr  "ADMITTEIY' 
1115 Direct examination continued of Brandt Freenan by Mr. 
Ratl; iff. 
Mr. Bazzoli requested a break before he began his cross 
examination. 
Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury room at 
11:02 a.m. 
1204 Court in recess until 11:15 a.m. 
1210 Court back in session without jury panel at 11:16 a.m. 
Court had been advised that there will be another 
videotape played. Reporter need not transcribe. 
1307 Jury panel in and in proper places at 11: 18 a.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
1318 Cross examination of Brandt Freeman by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Mr. Bazzoli moved for admission of State's exhibit #51. 
Mr. Ratliff objected. 
Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Court will NOT admit State's exhibit #51. 
2488 Cross examination continued of Brandt Freeman by Nr. 
Bazzoli. 
2731 Re-direct examination of Brandt Freeman by Mr. Ratliff. 
Mr. Ratliff moved for admission of Defendant exhibit 
" P" . 
No objection by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Defendant Exhibit "P" "ADMITTED" 
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3118 Re-cross examination of Brandt Freeman by Mr. BazzoLi. 
3297 Re-direct examination of Brandt Freeman by Mr. katliff. 
3328 Witness steps down and excused. 
3 3 62 Court will now take noon lunch break. Jury panel 
admonished and excused for lunch at 12:02 p.m. 
3423 Court in recess until 1:30 p.m. 
3436 Court back in session without jury panel at 1:30 p.m. 
Court advised that the updated jury instructions had 
been completed and copies given to counsel to review. 
3 5 98 Jury panel in and in proper places at 1:32 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
Mr. Ratliff calls Thomas Reedy to stand but not present 
in hall. Mr. Ratliff requested a short recess to locate 
the witness. Witness has been sick and went home. 
3750 Jury panel admonished and excused to the jury panel at 
1 :35  p.m. 
Court in recess. 
116/3803 TAPE CHANGE to A42-05 
120 Court back in session without jury panel at 1:40 p.m. 
162 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 1:42 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
180 Mr. Ratliff calls Thomas Reedy (SWORN) and examined. 
758 Cross examination of Thomas Reedy by Mr. Bazzoli. 
1134 Re-direct examination of Thomas Reedy by Mr. Ratliff. 
1147 Witness steps down and excused. 
1175 Mr. Ratliff calls June Ciccone (SWORN) and examined. 
Videotape played. (State's Exhibit #9) 
2352 Videotape finished. 
2373 Cross examination of June Ciccone by Mr. Bazzoli. 
2783 Nitness steps down and excused. 
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Mr. Ratliff rested his case. 
Mr. Bazzoli had no rebuttal and rested. 
Jury panel admonished and excused for the day at 2:49 
p . m .  
Court suggested staring court at 8:30 a.m. tcrnorrow to 
finalize jury instructions. 
Mr. Bazzoli noted an error on #22 and #23. 
Court will review. 
Court adjourned at 2:50 p.m. 
JANUARY 25, 2005 
A42-05 
3039 Court back in session without jury panel at 8:38 a.m. 
Discussion of jury instructions by the parties. 
177/3901 TAPE CHANGE to A43-05 
Discussion of jury instructions continued. 
2 68 Court will be in recess to finalize jury instructions. 
In recess at 8:54 a.m. 
274 Court back in session without jury panel at 10:lO a.m. 
Court explains typo errors on jury instructions that 
will be corrected. 
Both counsel accepted jury instructions as submitted. 
Mr. Bazzoli stated that he could not remove the sound 
in exhibit #48, will need to make sure the bailiff does 
not allow the sound. Exhibit #9 has not been redacked 
yet, can redack tape after closing arguments. 
Mr. Ratliff concurred. 
Court noted that if jury comes back with a verdicf 
while Judge is in Boise, the bailiff will seal the 
verdict until the Judge returns to open courc. 
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Both counsel concurred to proceed that way. 
582 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 10:19. 
a.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
611 Final instructions to jury panel given by the Court. 
2011 Mr. Bazzoli closing arguments. (10:55 a.m.) 
18913909 TAPE CHANGE T o  2444-05 
Mr. Bazzoli continues his closing argument. 
Court will take noon recess. Jury panel adaonished and 
excused for lunch at 1:08 p.m. 
1571 Court in recess until 1:45 p . m .  
1578 Court back in session without jury panel at 1:48 p.m. 
Court advised meeting in chambers regarding the length 
of time for Mr. Ratliff' s closing argument and rebuttal 
by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Court advised parties of Jury instruction #61. Both 
parties concurred with the instruction. 
1724 Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 1:50 p.m. 
Stipulated by counsel. 
1745 M r .  Ratliff closing arguments. (1:52 p.m.) 
3640 Mr. Bazzoli final closing arguments. (2:29 p.m.) 
179/3905 TAPE CHANGE to A45-05 
Mr. Bazzoli continues his final closing argument. 
651 Court give final closing instructions to jury panel. 
980 Alternate jurors, #219 Bobby Jo Collins and #I80 Randle 
C. Drew excused at 2:55 p.m. 
Bailiff and security officer sworn. 
1015 Jury retires to deliberate at 2:55 p.m. 
1105 Recess at 2:59 p.m. 
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JAMUARY 26, 2005 
A46-05 
2009 Court back in session without jury panel at 11:45 a.m. 
Court stated for the record a meeting had been held in 
chambers with counsel. Court had been advised that a 
note by the jury foreman had been given to the court 
alleging that another juror had brought outside 
information into the deliberations. Court feels that is 
juror misconduct. Suggested to bring in the juror in 
question and the foreman and see what was said. 
2120 Mr. Bazzoli stated that the foreman should be called in 
first to see what was said and would then suggest 
excusing the juror, #267 Paul Trueba, that brought in 
the information. He also advised the court thac 
Detective Wolfe had been at a gas station this morning 
and was talking with Herb Hawley regarding the case and 
turned around and saw that one of the jurors were 
present. Nothing further was said and was not sure if 
the juror heard anything. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that the juror should be excused and 
an alternate brought in. Cases were cited for the 
record. Concurred with bringing the foreman in but 
would request the hearing be closed to the public. 
Mr. Bazzoli concurred with closing the hearing. 
Courtroom was cleared. 
Jury Foreman # 127 Patricia Allen brought in and SWORN. 
Direct examination by Mr. Bazzoli. 
2650 Cross examination by Mr. Ratliff. 
2700 Re-direct examination by Mr. Bazzoli. 
2740 Cross examination by the Court. 
2821 Mr. Ratliff also requested to call in juror #6 Chris 
Lancaster (Juror who overheard Detective Wolfe in gas 
station) and then all of panel to ask if they could 
still be a fair and impartial juror. He requested that 
juror #267 Paul Trueba be excused. 
Mr. Bazzoli concurred. 
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Juror #6 Chris Laneaster brought into courtroom. 
Direct examination by Mr. RatLiff. 
Cross examination by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Mr. Ratliff moved to dismiss juror #267, Paul Trueba. 
Court advised that should be done in open court. 
Mr. Trueba brought in and excused at 12:13 p.m. 
Court took short break at 12:14 p . m .  
8/3561 TAPE CHANGE to A47-05 
Court back in session at 12:15 p.m. 
The remaining jury panel brought back in and in proper 
places at 12:47 p.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Court advised the jury panel of Mr. Trueba being 
excused. 
Court voir dire the jury panel regarding still being 
able to be fair and impartial. 
No response by jury. 
Court instructed the jury to disregard the statements 
of Mr. Trueba. 
Alternate juror, #I80 Randle Drew brought in and entire 
jury panel SWORM again. 
Jury instruction regarding starting deliberations anew 
read to jury panel. 
Jury panel excused to deliberate at 12:21 p.m 
Court opened courtroom to public. Court advised 
audience of the replacement of the juror by alternate 
Randle Drew and that deliberations would start over. 
Court adjourned at 12:24 p.m. 
Court back in session without panel at 12:25 p.m. J a r y  
instruction needs to be re-read to the jary panel. 
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Jury panel brought in and in proper places at 1 2 ~ 2 6  
p.m. Stipulated by counsel. 
Jury instruction #11 re-read to the jury panel. 
Jury panel excused again to deliberate at 12:30 p . m .  
Counsel to bench, alternate juror was not asked if he 
had been influenced by anything he had seen or heard 
since being excused as the alternate juror. 
Court brought in Mr. Drew at 1 2 :  3 2  p.m. and vior dire 
was done. 
Mr. Drew excused back to jury room. 
Court adjourned at 1 2 : 3 4  p.m. 
Court back in session without jury panel at 4 : 1 5  p.m. 
Court has been advised that the jury has reached a 
verdict. 
Panel present and in proper places at 4 : 1 7  p.m. 
Court rnad verdict. 
Verdict GUILTY OF lSt Degree Murder, Count I 
2nd Degree Murder, Count I1 
Closing instruction to jury panel by the Court. 
Jury panel excused at 4 : 2 7  p.m. 
Defendant advised of his appeal rights. 
Court ordered a presentence investigation and continued 
this matter to March 2 1 ,  2 0 0 5  at 1 : 3 0  p.m. 
Defendant to remain in custody without bond. 
4 : 2 8  p.m. adjourned. 
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GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
Reporter: N. Omsberg 
Clerk: T. McCain 
Reporter's Est. $ 
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IN THE DIf TRICT COURT OF T I E  FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
i i i - i  
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
I 
-'>.-'T 




ALBERT A. CICCONE, 1 VERDICT - COUNT I 
) 
Defendant. 1 
We, the jury, for our verdict, unanimously answer the questions submitted to us as 
follows: 




Of the Murder of Kathleen Ciccone. 
If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 Not Guilty you must then answer 
Question No. 4. If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 Guilty you must next 
answer Question No. 2. 




of First Degree Murder of Kathleen Ciccone. 
VERDICT 296 
If you have answered Question No. 2 Guilty you need go no further as to Count I,  
Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have answered 
Question No. 2 Not Guilty you must next mswer Question No. 3 
QUESTION NO. 3: On Count I of the Information we find the dekndant, Albert 
A. Ciccone; 
- Not Guilty 
Guilty 
of Second Degree Murder of Kathleen Ciecone. 
If you have answered Question No. 3 Guilty you need go no further as to Count I. 
Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have answered 
Question No. 3 Not Guilty you must next answer Question No. 4. 




of Voluntary Manslaughter of Kathleen Ciccone. 
If you have answered Question No. 4 Guilty you need go no further as to Count I. 
Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have answered 
Question No. 4 Not Guilty you must next answer Question No. 5. 




of Involuntary Manslaughter of Kathleen Ciccone. 
VERDICT 
If you have answered Question No. 5 Guilty you need go no further as to Count I. 
Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have answered 
Question No. 5 Not Guilty you must next answer Question No. 6.  




of Vehicular Manslaughter of Kathleen Ciccone. 
If you have answered Question No. 6 Guilty you need go no further as to Count I. 
Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have answered 
Question No. 6 Not Guilty then you must answer Question No. 7. 
QUESTION NO. 7: On County I of the Information we find the defendant, 
Albert A. Ciccone; 
Not Guilty 
Guilty 
of Involuntary Manslaughter Through Perpetration of and Unlawful Act of 
Battery upon Kathleen Ciccone. 
If you have answered Question No. 7 Guilty you need go no further as to Count I. 
Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have answered 
Question No. 7 Not Guilty you must answer Question No. 8. 
VERDICT 
QUESTION NO. 8: On Count I of the Information we find the defendant, 
Albert A. Ciccone; 
Not Guilty 
Guilty 
of 1nvoluntlht-y RiIrmslaughter of Kathleen Giccone by Negligent Use of a Deadly 
Weapon. 
DATED this b day of January, 2005. 
VERDICT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDi\HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
) P - ! 




ALBERT A. CICCONE, ) VERDICT - COUNT I1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
We, the jury, for our verdict, unanimously answer the questions submitted to us as 
follows: . C 




of the Murder of the embryo or fetus being carried by Kathleen Ciccone. 
If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 Not Guilty you must then answer 
Question No. 4. If you unanimously answered Question No. 1 Guilty you must next 
answer Question No. 2. 
QUESTION NO. 2: On Count I1 of the Information we find the defendant, 
Albert A. Ciccone; 
)( Not Guilty 
Guilty 
of First Degree hfurder of the embryo or fetus being carried by Kathleen Ciccone. 
VERDICT 2 2 [> 
Tf you have answered Question No. 2 Guilty you need go no further as to Count 
TI. Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have 
answered Question No. 2 Not Guilty you must next answer Question No. 3. 




of Second Degree Murder of the embryo or fetus being carried by Kathleen 
Ciccone. 
If you have answered Question No. 3 Guilty you need go no further as to Count 
11. Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have 
answered Question No. 3 Not Guilty you must next answer Question No. 4. 




of Voluntary Manslaughter of the embryo or fetus being carried by Kathleen 
Ciccone. 
If you have answered Question No. 4 Guilty you need go no f i h e r  as to Count 
11. Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have 
answered question No. 4 Not Guilty you must next answer Question No. 5. 
VERDICT 




of Involuntary Manslaughter of the embryo or fetus being carried by Kathleen 
Ciccone. 
If you have answered Question No. 5 Guilty you need go no further as to Count 
11. Sirnply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have 
answered Question No. 5 Not Guilty you must next answer Question No. 6. 




of Vehicular Manslaughter of the embryo of fetus being carried by Kathleen 
Ciccone. 
If you have answered Question No. 6 Guilty you need go no further as to Count 
11. Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have 
answered Question No. 6 Not Guilty you must then answer Question No. 7. 




of Involuntary Manslaughter Through Perpetration of an Unlawful Act of Battery 
upon Kathleen Ciccone causing the death of the embryo or fetus being carried by 
Kathleen Ciccone. 
VERDICT 2 5 c," 
If you have answered Question No. 7 Guilty you need go no further as to Count 
11. Simply sign and date the verdict form and return it to the bailiff. If you have 
answered Question No. 7 Nor Guilty you must answer Question No. 8. 




of Involuntary Manslaughter of the embryo or fetus being carried by Kathleen 
Ciccone by Negligent Use of a Deadly Weapon . 
DATED this of January ,2005. 
VERDICT 
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Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable Michael E. 
Wetherell to sentencing/disposition set for the 
day of , 20 PI C U ~  at Mountain Home, Idaho, 
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DEFENSE COUNSE PROSECUTOR: 
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PSI Investigator, 630 South Haakett, Mountain Hame, ID, (208)587-  
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TERRY S. MTLIFF 
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1.S.B. 3598 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN A?VD FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 Case No. : CR-2003-444 1 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
VS. 1 OF ACQUITTAL 
1 
ALBERT A. GICCONE, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
COMES NOW the Defendant and by and through his attorney of record, Terry S. 
Ratliff of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves pursuant to Idaho Rule of 
Criminal Procedure 29(c), for this Court to grant Albert a judgment of Acquittal as to 
Count I, First Degree Murder and enter a judgment as to the same count, of Second 
Degree Murder. 
The basis for said Motion is that the jury's conviction and findings as to Counts I 
and I1 are inconsistent: 
"Inconsistency" between verdicts is generally understood to mean some 
logical impossibility or improbability implicit in the jury's findings on 
several indictments or informations tried together or as between several 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL - Page 1 
counts of a single criminal accusation tried without severance of the counts.. 
. . According to most authorities, consistency between the verdicts on 
sirnultaneousiy tried charges is unnecessary where the defendant is convicted 
on some counts but acquitted on others, and the convictions will generally be 
upheld irrespective of their rational incompatibility with the acquittals . . . . 
This view follows the opinion of the United States Supreme Court in Dunn v. 
United States, 284 U.S. 390, 52 S.Ct. 189, 76 L.Ed. 356 (1932), recently 
reaffirmed in United States v. Powell, 469 U.S. 57, 105 S.Ct. 471, 83 L.Ed.26 
461 (1984) (conviction will not be vacated "mere@ because the verdicts 
cannot rationally be reconciled," 469 U.S. at 69 [ . . .I). However, some 
jurisdictions, including Idaho, have exhibited greater concern about 
inconsistency. They have taken the approach that if, upon a consideration of 
the faets and circumstances of the case, the: verdicts can be explained on a 
rational basis, the verdicts on charges tried togdher will not be held 
impermissibty inconsistent. State v. Gurcia, 102 Idaho 378, 630 P.2d 665 
(1981); State v. Cruwfard, 104 Idaho 840, 663 P.2d 1142 (Ct. App. 1983). 
Thus, the threshold question in this case is whether the verdicts are 
reconcilable on a rational basis. 
Stute v. Ruiz, 115 Idaho 12,15,764 
P.2d 89,92 (Ct. App. 1988) 
(emphasis added). 
In this instance, the verdicts cannot be logically reconciled in that the human embryo or 
fetus was viable only to the extent that it was being carried in the womb of Kathleen, and 
without that factually having occurred, the fetus was not viable. 
The jury found Albert guilty of Second Degree Murder of the fetus pursuant to 
instruction No. 23 that states in pertinent part as follows: 
If you unanimously agree that a murder was committed as defined in these 
instructions but that the killing was not willful, deliberate and premeditated 
beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the defendant guilty of second-degree 
murder. 
This finding by the jury as to the human embryo or fetus conflicts with the finding as to 
First Degree Murder in instruction No. 22 that states in pertinent part as follows: 
If you unanimously agree that the state has proven the killing of Kathleen Ciccone 
was a willful, deliberate and premeditated act beyond a reasonable doubt, then 
you must find the defendant guilty of fvst degree murder as charged in Count I. 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL - Page 2 
It is undisputed that Second Degree Mwder is a lesser-included oRense of First. It 
is also mdisputed, that the human embryo or fetus was being carried by Kathleen 
Ciccone, and thaf: its demise, as testified to by Dr. Grober, was due solely &om the fact 
that Kathleen had died, and no other cause. 
In as much as the jury found that the fetus died from conduct that was not wilfil, 
deliberate and premeditated actions by Albert, that the s m e  must be said as to htMeen, 
in that the two were inescapabIy intertvvlned, one providing the substmce for viability as 
to the other. 
Oral argument Is requested. 
7 DATED This /o day of February 2005. 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
Attorney for ~efen&t 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
L. 
I?=( 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that 1 have on this/@day of February 2005, served a 
copy of the within and foregoing MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL to: 
Aaron Bazzoli 
Elrnore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4& East 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
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TERRY S. RATLIFF 
MTLIFF LAW OFPICES, GHTD. 
290 South Second East 
Momtain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facshile: (208) 587-6940 
I.S.B. 3598 
Attorney for the Defendant 
IN THE DISTMGT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
1 Case No.: CR-2003-4441 
Plaintie 1 
NOTION FOR 
vs. 1 NEW TRIAL 
ALBERT A. CIGCONE, 
1 
Defendant. 
COh4l5S NOW the Defendant and by and through his attorney of record, Terry S. 
Ratliff of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves pursuant to Idaho Code 5 19- 
2406 (2) & (3). 
As the record reflects, Juror Trueba, after the jury had been sworn and deliberated 
for several hours, early the next morning before continuing deliberations, came into 
contact with an individual, and talked with him, with regard to the automobile's 
perfhrmance characteristics, and derogatory information regarding the capacity or 
characteristics of Albert, and discussed the same in fkont of the other jurors. 
;MOTION FOR NEW TRLAL - Page 1 
2 3 3 
Such misconduct is clearly a violation of Albert's due process rights of the 
Fourleenth hendmen t  to the U.S. Constitution, and Article I, $8 13 & 17 of the Idaho 
Comitution, and a clear violation of the law and this Court's Instructions as set forth in 
Imtruction Nos. 1, 6, 1 1, 17, 50, and 5 1, which are hcorporated by reference and 
altached hereto. 
Oral argument is requested. 
,";Y 
DATED This / 4  day of Feb 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
Attorney for De 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-* 
// I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this /@ day of February 2005, served a 
copy of the within and foregoing MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL to: 
Aaron Bazzoli 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4" East 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 






Terry S. &aff 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL - Page 2 
2 i j  
V "2 
ESTRUGTION NO. 
This is the case of State of Idaho v. Albert A. Giccone. Are the parties ready to proceed? 
Ladies and Gentlemen, you have been s m o n e d  as prospective jurors in the lawsuit now 
before us. The fmt thing we do in a trial is to select 12 jurors and because this case will take 
approximately four weeks to try, two alternates firom among you. No one will know who the 
alternates are until the end of the trial. Alternates are not chosen to inconvenience the alternate 
jurors but to assue that a fill  12 jurors will complete the trial and be prepared to deliberate at its 
conclusion. As you can appreciate, if only 12 jurors were chosen and no alternates and 
something were to happen during the course of the trial to one or more jurors, the entire process 
would have to start anew and far more than the two alternate jurors would be inconvenienced. I 
apologize in advance to the alternates who may be excused at the end of the trial, but I want each 
of them to know the reason this is done. 
I am Mike Wetherell, the judge in charge of the courtroom and this trial. The deputy 
clerk of the court marks the trial exhibits and administers oaths to you jurors and to the 
witnesses. The bailiff will assist me in maintaining courtroom order and working with the jury. 
The court reporter will keep a verbatim account of all matters of record during the trial. 
Each of you is qualified to serve as a juror of this court. This call upon your time does 
not fkequently come to you, but is part of your obligation for your citizenship in this state and 
country. No one should avoid fklfilling this obligation except under the most pressing 




Service on a jury afliords you an opportunity to be a part of the judicial process, by which 
the legal affairs and liberties of your fellow men and women are determined and protected under 
our form of government. You are being asked to perform one of the highest duties of citizenship, 
that is, to sit in judgment on facts which will determine the guilt or innocence of persons charged 
with a crime. 
To assist you with the process of selection of a jury, I will introduce you to the parties and 
their lawyers and tell you in summary what this action is about. When I introduce an individual 
would you please stand and briefly face the jury panel and then retake your seat. 
The State of Idaho is the plaintiff in this action. The lawyer representing the State is 
Aaron Bazzoli of the Office of the Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney. 
The defendant in this action is Albert A. Ciccone. The lawyer representing iW. Ciccone 
is Mr. Terry RatliE. 
I will now read you the pertinent portion of the Information which sets forth the charges 
against the defendant. The Momation is not to be considered as evidence but are mere fomal 
charges against the defendant. You must not consider it as evidence of guiIt and you must not be 
iduenced by the fact that charges have been filed. 
With regard to the defendant, the Wormtion charges in Count I that the defendant, Albert 
A. Ciccone, on or about the 16& day of October 2003, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, 
did wilfidly, unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation, and with malice aforethought kill and 
murder Kathleen Ciccone, a human being by hitting her with his vehicle from which she died. 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 3 f 
The Wornation in Gou t  II charges that the defendat, Albert A. Giccone, on or about 
* 
the 16" day of October, 2003, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did wilfully, unlawfully, 
deliberately, with premediation, and with malice &orethou&t kill and murder a human embyro 
or fetus, by hitting its mother with his vehicle. 
To these charges Mr. Ciccone has pled not guilty. 
Under our law and system of justice, every defendant is presumed to be innocent. The 
effect of this presumption is to require the State to prove a defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable 
doubt in order to support a conviction against that defendant. 
As the judge in charge of this trial, it is my duty, at various times during the course of this 
trial, to instruct you as to the law that applies to this case. 
The duty of the jury is to determine the facts; to apply the law set forth in the instructions 
to those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In applying the Court's instructions as to the 
controlling law, you must follow those instructions regardless of your opinion of what the law is 
or what the law should be, or what any lawyer may state the law to be, 
During the course of this trial, ineluding the jury selection process, you are instructed that 
you are not to discuss this case among yourselves or with anyone else, nor to form any opinion as 
to the merits of the case untiI after the case has been submitted to you for your determination. 
Thus, even though you have been chosen to be part of this jury panel and the process of jury 
selection may not be completed until the end of next week, you are not kee to discuss this case 
with anyone and should avoid reading or listening to any news accounts of the proceedings. 
In this part of the jury selection, you will be asked questions touching on your 
qdifications to serve as jurors in this particular case. This part of the case is known as the voir 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
3 ,  ;? 
dire examination, To make this process more efficient because of the large number of jurors who - 
have had to be called, we are giving each of you a questiomaire to fill out today. You are to 
respnd to each question on the questionnaire as honestly as possible. Three copies of the 
questionndue will be made: one for the court, one for the prosecution and one for the defense. 
The o r i b a i  will be maintained in the court file and will be sealed. The copies will be r e m e d  
to the court and destroyed following the trial. The questionnaires are confidential and are only to 
be used in this proceeding. 
The reason for voir dire examination is to determine if your decision in this case would in 
any way be influenced by opinions which you now hold or by some personal experience or 
special knowledge which you may have concerning the subject matter to be tried. The object is 
to obtain twelve persons who will impartially try the issues of this case upon the evidence 
presented in this courtroom without being influenced by any other factors. 
Please w d e r m d  that this questioaing is not for the purpose of prying into your affairs 
for personal reasons but is only for the purpose of obtaining an impartial jury. 
Each question has an important bearing upon your qualifications as a juror. Please place 
both your name and your juror number on the fiont of the questiom&e and please print clearly 
both your name and juror number and your answers to the questions. Please understand I cannot 
answer questions about the questionnaire you must answer as best you can the questions asked 
without any comment from the court or counsel. 
Today we will only be filling out the questionnaires. T i e  will then be given to the 
parties to review the questionnaires and we will reconvene here on January 4,2005, at 9:00 a.m. 
to complete this voir dire process. At that time, the court and the parties will be asking 
- 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
additiond questions and follow up questions based upon the questionnaires or other factors - 
which they feel need to be explored to assure selection of a fair and impartial jury in this case. 
At that time I will read to you additional instructions related to the jury selection process and this 
case. 
I wish to advise you ar well, at this time, that while this case involves an allegation of 
murder, that the death penalty is not being sought by the State in this case. Thus issues relating 
to capital p M s h e n t  are not involved and you need not concern yourselves with the issue of 
death penalty imposition or your personal feeling either pro or con with regard to imposition of 
the death penalty. 
The clerk has provided to each of you a questionnaire. 
The clerk will now swear the entire jury panel for the voir dire examination. Would you 
dl please stand, raise your right hand and take an oath &om the clerk. 
You may now fill out the questionnaires. As each of you completes the questionnaire, 
please come forward and present it to the clerk. The clerk will identify you by juror number and 
state that juror number- has completed and turned in his or her questionnaire and is excused 
until January 4,2005, at 9:00 a.m. 
I once again remind each of you that this is a serious matter to all of the parties. A fair 
trial is a legal and constitutional imperative. Do not discuss this case with anyone, even in 
passing. That is the only way you may assure you are performing your obligation and it is the 
only way these parties may be assured of the fair trial to which each of them is entitled. Do not 
view, read or be listen to news accounts of the trial - your decision must be reached only upon 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 




Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to 
those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my insmetions 
regardless of your own opi~lion of what the law is or should be, or what either slde may state the 
law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The 
order in which the insmctions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The 
law requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy 
nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithhl performance by you of these 
duties is vital to the administration of justice. 
In detemining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This 
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any 
stipulated or W a e d  facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At 
times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness' 
answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of 
law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be 
considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an 
exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not 
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have shown. 
Similarly, if I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of 
your mind, and not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations. 
.JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
D ~ n g  the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should 
apply in this case. S o m e b e s  we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will excuse you 
from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any problems. You are 
not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the 
trial run more smooMy. 
Some of you have probably heard the terns "circmsmtial evidence," "direct evidence" 
and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the 
evidence admitted in this trial. 
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of 
the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it. 
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you 
to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs 
you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you 
attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in 
making these decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations. 
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more witnesses 
may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the testimony of each 
witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness had to say. 
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on that 
matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you shouId consider the 
qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are not 
bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled. 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following instructions 
at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court during the day or when 
you leave the comoom to go home at ni&t. 
First, do not talk about this case either among youselves or with anyone else during the 
course of the trial. You shodd keep an apen mind throughout the trial and not form or express 
an opinion about the case. You should only reach your decision after you have heard all the 
evidence, after you have heard my fmal instruction and after the final arguments. You may 
discuss this case with the other members of the jury only afler it is submitted to you for your 
decision. All such discussion should take place in the jury room. 
Second, do not let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone does talk 
about it, tell them you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop talking, report that to the bailiff 
as soon as you are able to do so. You should not tell any of your fellow jurors about what has 
happened. 
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any witnesses. 
By this, I mean not onIy do not talk about the case, but do not talk at all, even to pass the time of 
day. In no other way can all parties be assured of the fairness they are entitled to expect from you 
as jurors. 
Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry outside of 
the courtroom on your o m .  Do not go any place mentioned in the testimony without an explicit 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
3 8 -  
ENSTRUCTION NO. 5 d 
D ~ n g  the course of this trial I 6ave, on occasion, admonished counsel, both for 
the State and the defense. Do not let that influence your decision. Lawyers are required 
to represent their clients diligently. One of my duties is to oversee the conduct of this 
trial. Sometimes there are good faith disapeenents between the judge and the anorney's 
about what questions, argment, and conduct are proper. Your verdict must be based 
solely upon the facts shown by the evidence and the law contained in these instructions. 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
order from me to do so. You must not comdt my books, dictionaries, encyclopedias or any 
other source of  oma at ion unless I specif;cally authorize you to do so. 
Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or television 
broadcasts about the trial. You must base your verdict solely on what is presented in court and 
not upon my newspaper, radio, television or other account of what may have happened. 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
INSTRUGmON NO. / 7 
.. 
As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply those facts 
to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts tiom all the evidence presented in 
the case. 
The evidence you are to consider consists of: 
1. sworn testimony of witaesses; 
2. exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and 
3. any facts to which the parties have stipulated. 
Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including: 
1. arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not uitnesses. What they 
say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other times is included 
to help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If the facts as you 
remember them differ from the way the lawyers have stated them, follow your 
memory; 
2. testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been instructed to 
disregard; 
3. anydxng you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session. 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
mSTRUCTION NO. 
You will note that on some exhibits S o m a t i o n  may have been removed or 
marked out. This is done to keep extraneous material or material that could be prejudicial 
to a party from being considered in the determination of guilt or imocence. You are not 
to speculate as to what this information may or may not be. Your decision in this case 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF - 
-.;t~323 ~ 1 1  ::y THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELNORE 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
? , \ ' I -  9"3' 
1 n r r x r - -  st_ - ' "",r," 4 t 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR-2003-4441 
1 
vs. ) ORDER ALLOWING 
) BROADCAST OF COURT 
ALBERT A. CICGONE, ) PROCEEDING 
1 
Defendant. 1 
THE COURT, having previously ordered that cameras be 
allowed to cover opening, closing arguments and reading of 
verdict with restrictions of no showing of witnesses, 
jurors or spectators, continues that order to include the 
sentencing currently scheduled for March 21, 2005 at 1:30 
p.m. with the same restrictions imposed. 
nd 
DATED this 22 day of February, 2005. 
ORDER ALLOWING BROADCAST OF COU3T PROCEEDING 
313 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this day of 
February, 2005 served a copy of the within and foregoing 
ORDER ALLOWING BROADCAST OF COURT PROCEEDINGS to: 
Aaron Bazzoli 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
Terry Ratliff 
SUBSTITUTE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Deb Cote 
Associate Producer 
A Current Affair 
9 Broadcast Plaza 
Secaucus, NJ 07096 
GAIL BEST 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER ALLCWING BROADCAST OF COURT PROCEEDING 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
VS.  











Substitute Public Defender 
Counsel for Plaintiff 
Counsel for Defendant 
Time and date set for MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL/NEW TRIAL, 
defendant present, in custody. 
Tape No. A85-05 1036 - 1423 
2:31 p.m. Call of case. 
Mr. Ratliff made his argument on the Motion For New Trial. 
Response by Mr. Bazzoli. 
Second argument by Mr. Ratliff. 
Court will take the matter under advisement. 
2:42 p.m. end. 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
Reporter: N. Omsberg 
Clerk: T. McCain 
Reporter's Est. $ 
BY 
COURT MINUTES - MARCH 8, 2005 
Page - 1 
f3 
U R O N  BAZZOLI 
ELMO= COUNTY PROSECUTlCNG ATTOmEII 7 
l72 
190 South 4th East - I ;;I L: 2f4 
Post Office Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
P., - 
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503 i . ~ -  
FAX: (208) 587-2147 
ISBif55 12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF E L M O E  
STATE OF DM0 
Case No. CR-2003-000444 1 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 1 OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
) JUDGMENT OF ACQUITAL 
ALBERT A. CICCONE ) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, The State of Idaho, by and through Aaron Bazzoli, Elmore County 
Prosecuting Attorney and hereby objects to Defendant's Motion for Judgment of Acquittal. 
Defendant bases his motion on the argument that the jury findings are inconsistent. 
A motion for acquittal will not be granted when the evidence is sufficient to sustain a 
conviction and the test is whether the evidence is substantial and compentant to support the 
conviction. State v. Mata, 107 Idaho 863,693 P.2d 1065 (Ct.App. 1984). Defendant argues that 
under State v. Ruiz, 1 15 Idaho 12 (Ct.App. 1988) the verdict in this matter cannot "be logically 
reconciled in that the human embryro or fets was viable only to the exten that it was being carried 
in the worn  of Kathleen, and without that facutally having occurred, the fetus was not viable." 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL, p. 2. 
Page 1 OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
In this case, the State contends that the verdict is consistent with the facts. The jury clearly 
detemined that Defendant intentionally, wlawfully, with malice aforethou&t, premeditated the 
death of his wife and carried it out by hitting her with his car. The jury de tedned that the death 
of the f&s was not prmedited and therefore he was guilty of murder in the second degree. 
Logically, the jury could deternine that he prmeditated the killing of his wife but did not 
"consider beforehmd whether to kill or not to kill, and then to decide to kill" the fetus. JURY 
WSTRUCTION ICJI 705. 
This case is akin to any multiple mwder where there is a defined target and then a 
consequmtial death of someone not a defined target. In this case, the jury easily could have 
believed that Defendant wanted to kill his wife and considered whether or not to kill her without 
premeditating the same thought to the fetus. 
THEWFORE, Defendant's Motion for Judgment of Acquittal should be denied. 
DATED T h i s  1%' day of March 2005. 
AARON BMZOLI 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY: 
Aaron Bazzoli 
Page 2 OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR m C M m  OF ACQUITTAL 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 hereby certify that on this 1 St day of March, 2005,I served a copy of the attached 
document to the following pMies by facsimile: 
Terry S. Ratliff 
AmORNEY AT LAW 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
DATED this I day of March, 2005. 
AARON BMZOLI 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY: < 
Aaron Bazzoli 
Page 3 OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 
U R O N  BAZZOLI 
ELMO= COUNTY PROSEGUTmC ATTOWEY 
190 South 4th East 
Post Ofice Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 ext. 503 
FAX: (208) 587-2147 
ISBiY.5 5 1 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 Case No. CR-2003-0004441 
PlaintiM; ) 
1 
vs. ) OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR 
) NEW T U L  
ALBERT A. ClCGONE ) 
1 
Defendant. 1 
COMES NOW, The State of Idaho, by and through Aaron Bazzoli, Elmore County 
Prosecuting Attorney and hereby objects to Defendant's Motion for a New Trial. Defendant 
argues that his rights were violated when a juror presented during deliberations information 
obtained outside of the evidence presented in the Courtroom. Defendant relies upon I.C. 5 19- 
2406 (2) and (3). 
Idaho Code 5 2406 (2) and (3) state, "When a verdict has been rendered against the 
defendant the court may, upon his application, grant a new trial in the following cases only: (2) 
When the jury has received any evidence out of court other than that resulting &om a view of the 
premise, and (3) when the . . . jury has been guilty of any misconduct by which a fair and due 
consideration of the ease has been prevented. 
Page 1 OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL 
In this matter a single juror somewhat admitted that he talked to someone about the handling 
a speed of Defendant" vehicle, although his admission was vague. The proceedings in Court 
were not objected to at the time by Defendant and he participated in the questio~ng, dismissal, and 
reinstatemmt of the jury without requesting a mistrial or new trial at the time. 
Xn this matter, the Court dismissed the jurors as soon as any infomation was disclosed and 
no M h e r  delibmations were held until a new panel could be seated. Deliberations then 
enced with limiting insmctions to the new panel. The original panel minus the offending 
juror was asked whether they could ignore any possible violation and all agreed that the panel had 
not been tainted to an extent that they could not be fair and impartial. 
In Idaho, there have been very few cases directly related to the grounds Defendant is 
moving for a new trial. In State v. Baker, 28 Idaho 727, 156 P. 103 (1 91 6), held that jurors 
received evidence outside of evidence presented in the courtroom based upon a demonstration by 
jurors at the scene of the crime and statements made that it is 'Yncumbent upon the respondent to 
show that the appellant has not been prejudiced by such evidence." Baker, at p. 73 1. However, 
the Court also noted in affirming the conviction in this case, "The appellant assigns as error the 
misconduct of the jury for the first time after verdict. We have examined the authorities with care 
on this question and we have been unable to find any authority that will pennit a defendant, 
knowing that a jury has been guilty of misconduct, to take the position that he is satisfied with that 
misconduct and await the action of the jury, and upon an adverse verdict, assign such misconduct 
as error and be granted a new trial." Id at 733. 
Under State v. Tilden, 27 Idaho 262, 147 P. 1056 (1 91 5),  there was juror misconduct in 
that they received newspapers without the articles about the Defendant cut out and that the State 
Page 2 OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR h7EW TRIAL 
had failed to provide any infomation or record that the articles were cut out and not presented to 
the jury md in li&t of this lack of fomdation, the trial court should have graflled a new trial. 
Therefore, there must be some evidence in the record that misconduct occurred, Defendant 
objected to it, and that there is a rebultal presmption of prejudice the State must meet. 
In this matter, there is e ~ d e n c e  that a juror talked with someone outside of the court about 
this matter after deliberations began and that be learned the vehicle was fast and that the person he 
talked to did not like the Defendant. Defmse had an opportunity to move for a m i s ~ a l  prior to the 
hearing and failed to do so. Defendant question the alternate juror, the jurors who heard the 
possible misconduct, and the rmaining jury panel who were property sworn in and who were 
properly instructed. 
Therefore, Defmdant's Motion for new trial should be denied. 
DATED This 1'' day of March 2005. 
AARON BAZZOLI 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY 
Aar 
Page 3 OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL 
GERTFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 1" day of March, 2005, I served a copy of the attached 
docwent to the following parties by facsimile: 
Teny S. Ratliff 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
290 South 2nd East 
Moutain Home, D 83647 
DATED this day of March, 2005. 
AARON BAZZOLI 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
BY: 
Aaron Bazzoli 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT 01; THE F O m T H  JWICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COWTY OF ELMO 







1 Case No. CR 2003-4441 
1 
1 MEMO Uhl DECISION 
1 ORDER RE: MOTIONS 
1 FOR JUDMENT OF 
) ACQUITTa & NEW TRIAL 
1 
Motion For Judgment of Acquittal 
From the beginning of this case, the defense has argued that no separate murder 
charge may be maintained for the death of the embryo or fetus carried by the decedent on 
the grounds that federal case law bars such an action and that Idaho's law allowing for 
such a charge is unconstitutional. 
The defense's motion is certainly consistent with that theory. The defense 
requests that the court enter a judgment of acquittal as to the finding by the jury of guilt 
as to the charge of murder in the first degree for the death of Kathleen Ciccone as to 
Count I and enter a judgment of guilt of second degree murder as to that count. The basis 
for the motion is that that the verdict of first degree murder is inconsistent with its finding 
of second degree murder as to Count 11. The defense argues that since the fetus died as a 
direct result of the death of the mother, that it is inconsistent to find first degree murder as 
to the mother and second degree murder as to the fetus. 
Certainly, the argument made cannot be considered a frivolous one. However, it 
fails under Idaho law. Since separate causes of action exist under Idaho law for the death 
of the mother and the death of a fetus or embryo, a jury may find different degrees of 
murder as to the death of each, if the basis for such a distinction can be rationally 
reconciled, making the threshold question ''whether the verdicts are reconcilable on a 
rational basis." State v. Ruiz, 115 Idaho 12, 764 P.2d 89,92 (Ct. App. 1988). 
In this ease, the court believes the verdicts may easily be reconciled on a rational 
basis. A rational jury could easily find, on the basis of the evidence presented at trial, 
that the defendant, with premeditation and deliberation and with malice, took the life of 
Kathleen Ciccone, but that when he did so, he did not willfully, deliberately, and with 
premeditation take the life of the fetus or embryo. That, in fact, based upon the jury's 
review of the evidence, it felt that while the death of the fetus or embryo flowed from and 
was a direct result of the death of the mother, that the defendant's premeditated killing of 
the mother did not include a premeditated intent to kill the fetus or embryo and the jury 
could not unanimously find beyond a reasonable doubt that the premeditation element 
required by Idaho law could be found as to the death of the fetus or embryo. 
Since findings as to matters such as intent, premeditation, willfulness, and malice 
are within the province of the jury and because the separate findings of first degree 
murder and second degree murder can be rationally reconciled, the court denies the 
motion for jud-ment of acquittal. 
Motion for New Trial 
The defense also seeks a new trial based on juror misconduct. The defense argues 
that one juror, after the matter was submitted to the jury, soua t  infomation concerning 
the defendant's car and about the defendant himself, &om an outside source and 
discussed that information in front of other mmebers of the jury. T'he defense slsserts that 
this violated the defendmt's ri&ts u d e r  the federal and Idaho constitutions, and was 
done in conlravention of the court's insmctions to the jury, 
The defendant" motion fails to mention that when the incident occurred, the other 
members of the jury immediately brou&t it to the court" attention. The court told the 
jury to stop deliberating until it could travel to Mountain Home and meet with counsel. 
The court advised both counsel what had occurred and, pursuant to their request, 
questioned the jury foreman about the incident under oath and provided both counsel the 
opportunity to examine. The responsible juror was also called before the court and both 
counsel were given the oppo-ity to examine him. The court excused the juror from 
service on the panel, called an alternate juror, and queried the alternate juror as to any 
possible prejudice and gave both counsel the opportunity to examine him. The alternate 
juror was placed on the panel, the panel was resworn, and the panel was instructed to 
begin their deliberations anew. The court made inquiry of the panel as to whether any 
juror felt that he or she could not set aside this information and be fair and impartial and 
then instructed the jury that they could not in any way consider what they had been told 
by the errant juror. 
All of these procedures were approved by both counsel and discussed in the 
presence of the defendant. The only discussion outside of the defendant's presence 
occurred when the court advised both counsel of what had occurred, so they could gather 
their thoughts, how the court proposed to proceed, and they were told that they would 
both be given the opportunity to comment or make any motions they felt were 
appropriate in open court. The sum and substance of the discussions in the chambers 
were put on the record with the defendant present, imediately following the in- 
chambers conference, and the court took no final action until both counsel were given the 
opportunity to make arguments and a record as to the issues raised and the procedures to 
be followed in open court. 
As was conceded in oral argument, the defense clearly has the right to raise this 
issue post-trial and have the court address the issue of unfair prejudice based on juror 
misconduct. The court feels, however, that based upon these facts, the defendant was not 
denied a fair trial. Indeed, the actions of the jury made clear they were committed to 
giving the defendant the fair trial he sought to the point of calling to the attention of the 
court and the parties the actions of one of their members, which they considered 
inappropriate. 
Given these facts, the court finds that the defendant's rights to a fair trial and fair 
and impartial jury were not compromised and denies his motion for a new trial. 
9% 
SO ORDERED AND DATED THIS /L, day of March 2005 
/7 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 10th day of March, 2005, I 






SUBSTITUTE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Interdepartmental Mail 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOmTH JWICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMOW 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 






1 Case No. CR 2003-4441 
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The court is in receipt of a stipulation from the parties to continue sentencing in 
this matter. The court finds that good cause exists to continue sentencing. 
Accordingly, in view of the foregoing, the court hereby vacates the sentencing 
hearing that was to be held on March 21, 2005. The court will reset the sentencing date 
in open court on March 21,2005, at 1:30 p.m. or as soon thereafter as practicable. 
SO ORDERED AND DATED THIS &day of March 2005. 
q(strict Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 18th day of March, 2005, I 






SUBSTITUTE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Interdepartmental Mail 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: 
Deputy Court Clerk 
Certificate of Mailing 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT O F  THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT O F  THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  ELMORE 
L E. mTHEmLL MAEtCH 21, 2005 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE O F  IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
ALBERT A. CICCONE, 
Defendant. 
I 




Counsel for Plaintiff 
Terry Ratliff Counsel for Defendant 
Substitute Public Defender 
Time and date set for SENTENCING, defendant present, in custody. 
Tape No. A98-05 2121 - 2287 
1:43 p.m. Call of case. 
Court stated for the record that it had received and reviewed the 
PSI and that a Stipulation to Continue the Sentencing had been 
received to allow the defendant to obtain a psychological 
evaluation and the Court had signed an order to continue but set 
the matter over for today to reschedule the sentencing date. 
Mr. Ratliff advised the Court that Dr. Beaver could not complete 
the report until the end of April and would request a June 
sentencing date. 
Court continued the sentencing to June 7, 2005 at 1:30 p.m. 
1:47 p.m. end. 
COURT MINUTES - MARCH 21, 2005 
Page - 1 
GAIL BEST 
C l e r k  of t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t  
COURT M I N U T E S  - MARCH 21, 2005 
P a g e  - 2 
R e p o r t e r :  N .  O m s b e r g  
C l e r k :  T .  M c C a i n  
R e p o r t e r ' s  E s t .  $ 
TEKHY S. RATLIFF 
KATLIFF LAW OFFICES, GHTD. 
ELMOW COUNTY SDSTITUTE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
ISB: 3598 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTNGT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTMCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 Case No. CR-2003-444 1 
1 
-vs- 1 
1 ORDER RE: EVALUATION 
ALBERT ARNOLD CICCONE, 1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
This matter having come before the Court by and through the Stipulation of the parties 
herein, and good cause appearing therefiom; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That Dr. Craig Beaver, his staff and or designated agents 
shall have free and reasonable access to the Defendant at the Elrnore County Jail for purposes of 
conducting an evaluation of the Defendant; and 
IT IS HEREBY FURTHJZR ORDERED that payment for said sentices shall be at County 
Expense in that the Defendant is both indigent and in need of said evaluation prior to his 
sentencing. 
ORDER RE: EVALUATION - Page 1 
1)ATED this ?if! day of M m h ,  2005. 
(District Judge 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have an this 134 day o 005 sewed a copy of the 
within and foregoing O m E R  RE: EVALUATION to: 
Terry S. RatliR 
Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd. 
290 South 2"d East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 





Aaron Bazzoli BY: - &and Delivery 
Ehore County Prosecutor's OfTice - Federal Express 
1 90 South 4"h East - Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 607 - U.S. Mail 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 - Facsimile Transmission 
Clerk of the Court 
ORDER RE: EVALUATION - Page 2 
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
L E. mTHEmLL 7 ,  2005 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
P l a i n t i f f ,  ) 
v s  . 
ALBERT A .  GICCONE, 
1 
Defendant .  1 
APPEARANCES : 
1 
Aaron Bazzo l i  
P ro secu t i ng  A t t o r n e y  
Case No. CR-2003-4441 
Counsel f o r  P l a i n t i f f  
Te r ry  R a t l i f f  Counsel f o r  Defendant 
S u b s t i t u t e  P u b l i c  Defender 
T i m e  and d a t e  s e t  f o r  SENTENCING, de fendan t  p r e s e n t ,  i n  cus tody .  
Tape No. A181-05 0031 - 3899 
A182-05 0109 - 1716 
9:00 a.m. C a l l  o f  c a s e .  
Court  s t a t e d  f o r  t h e  r e c o r d  t h a t  i t  had r e a d  t h e  PSI r e p o r t  
r e ce ived .  
Defendant and counse l  s t a t e d  they  both  had adequa te  t ime t o  review 
t h e  PSI. 
M r .  Bazzo l i  s t a t e d  t h a t  he t o  had adequate  t ime t o  review t h e  PSI. 
I n q u i r e d  of t h e  c o u r t  i f  i t  had r ece ived  t h e  addendum t o  t h e  PSI 
r e p o r t .  
Court s t a t e d  t h a t  i t  had r ead  t h e  PSI r e c e i v e d  on 3-15-05. 
M r .  Bazzol i  s t a t e d  t h e  addendum was wi th  v i c t i m  s t a t e m e n t s .  
Court asked t o  review t h e  addendum t o  which M r .  Bazzo l i  gave t o  
Judge t o  review.  
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Court stated that it had seen the 3-11-05 statement but not the 
Kathryn Terry statement. Now reviewed. 
Mr. Ratliff stated that he had seen the addendum. 
Court noted that it had received a response to the PSI from Mr. 
Ratliff earlier today and had reviewed. 
Mr. Ratliff made a statement regarding the PSI and the addendum. 
Response by Mr. Bazzoli, 
Further statement by Mr. Ratliff. 
Court stated for the record that in regards to the victim impact 
statements the statements are allowed except in capital eases and 
will allow the victim impact statements to be included. Court had 
another issue to address, case was continued for the defendant to 
have a psychological evaluation completed, which the court had 
ordered but no copy of the evaluation had been received by the 
court. 
Mr. Ratliff advised the court that an evaluation had been 
completed but counsel elected not to have a written report done. 
Court stated for the record that an psychological evaluation had 
been completed but the defense had chosen not to make use of it 
for the sentencing. 
Mr. Ratliff advised the court that there were no further 
corrections to the PSI. 
Defendant had no corrections. 
Mr. Bazzoli had no corrections. He advised the court that he will 
call four witnesses for victim impact statements. 
Court directed Mr. Bazzoli to call his witnesses. 
Mr. Bazzoli called: 
Christopher Ryan Terry - statement given 
Jessica Herr - statement given 
William S. Terry - statement given 
Kathy Figueredo - statement given 
Nr. Ratliff had no witnesses to call. 
COURT MINUTES - JUNE 7, 2005 
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Mr. Bazzoii sentence recommendations: Life in prison without 
parole. 
Court took a 15 minutes recess at 10:40 a.m. 
Court back in session at 10:54 a.m. 
Mr. Bazzoli requested that a restitution report be prepared and a 
hearing be held. 
Mr. Ratliff sentence recomendations: Concurred with the request 
for restitution. Recommended that the sentence be a concurrent 
sentence and that the defendant have a fixed portion with a chance 
for parole so that defendant would be able to pay restitution 
someday, fixed life sentence not appropriate. 
Statement by the defendant. 
With no legal cause showing the court sentenced the defendant on 
Count I to life in prison without the possibility of parole and on 
Count I1 fifteen (15) years fixed, concurrent with Count I, credit 
for 600 days. Court will hold restitution open until a 
restitution report is completed and a hearing held. Court noted 
that the defendant must have resources available to fulfill 
obligation before restitution can be ordered. 
Court advised the defendant of his right to appeal to which he 
stated that he understood. 
PSI'S may be retained pending the restitution hearing. 
Court ordered a restitution report and set the matter for a 
restitution hearing on August 16, 2005 at 1:30 p.m. 
Defendant was remanded to the custody of the sheriff. 
11:32 a.m. end. 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
Reporter: N. Omsberg 
Clerk: T. McCain 
Reporter's Est. $ 
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I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF -% 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
P l a i n t i f f ,  
V S .  
D e f e n d a n t .  1 
Case NO.  QQ. am-q~qt 
ORDER FOR 
RESTITUTION REPORT 
I n  o r d e r  t h a t  t h e  C o u r t  may h a v e  a t  i t s  d i s p o s a l ,  a n  
a c c u r a t e  v i e w  o f  t h e  R e s t i t u t i o n  i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  a b o v e - e n t i t l e d  
c a s e ,  it i s  o r d e r e d  t h a t  t h e  r e s t i t u t i o n  b e  i n v e s t i g a t e d  b y  t h e  
Elmore County  R e s t i t u t i o n  O f f i c e r  a n d  a n  amount b e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  
a  w r i t t e n  r e s t i t u t i o n  r e p o r t  f i l e d  w i t h  t h e  C o u r t  p r i o r  t o  
MICHAEL E. WETHERELL 
District J u d g e  
*A r e p o r t  i s  n e e d e d  p r i o r  t o :  
P r o s e c u t i n g  A t t o r n e y :  
Defense  A t t o r n e y :  
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION REPORT - Paqe 1 
IN T H Z  DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL OISTRICT OF 
THS STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FQR THE COUNTY OF ELNORE 




vs . ) Case No, GR-2003-4441 
1 
ALBERT A. CICCONE, 
DOE:  
1 
) JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT 
SSN:  1 
1 
Defendant. 1 
On the 7th day of June, 2005, before the Honorable Michael 
E. Wetherell, District Judge, personally appeared Aaron Bazzoli, 
Prosecuting Attorney for the County of Elrnore, State of Idaho, 
and the defendant with his attorney Terry Ratliff, this being the 
time fixed for pronouncing judgment in this matter. 
The defendant was informed by the Court of the nature of the 
Information filed against him for the crimes of MURDER IN THE 
FIRST DEGREE, Felony, I.C. 518-4001-1, two counts, and of his 
arraignment thereon on February 2, 2004; found "Guilty" by jury 
trial thereto on January 26, 2005 of the crimes of MURDER IN THE 
FIRST DEGREE, felony, I . G .  18-40C1-I and MZR3ER IN THE SECON3 
DEGREE, felony, I.C. 18-4001-11; and of the receipt and review of 
a presentence investigation report. 
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The  Cour t  a s k e d  whe the r  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  had  a n y  o b j e c t i o n s  
o r  corrections t o  be made t o  the p r e s e n t e n c e  r e p o r t  t o  which 
rnrnor c o r r e c t i o n  were made. 
The C o u r t  a s k e d  whe the r  t h e  defendant h a d  w i t n e s s e s  o r  
evidence  t o  p r e s e n t  on a h e a r i n g  i n  r n i t i q a t ~ o n  o f  pun i shmen t ;  
heard s t a t e m e n t s  f rom c o u n s e l ;  and  gave  d e f e n d a n t  a n  
o p p o r t u n i ~ y  t o  make a  s t a t e m e n t .  
The d e f e n d a n t  was a s k e d  i f  h e  had a n y  l e g a l  c a u s e  t o  show 
why judgnent  s h o u l d  n o t  b e  pronounced a g a i n s t  him, t o  which he  
r e p l i e d  t h a t  h e  had  none .  
And no  s u f f i c i e n t  c a u s e  b e i n g  shown o r  a p p e a r i n g  t o  t h e  
Cour t  why judgment  s h o u l d  n o t  be  r e n d e r e d ;  
I T  I S  THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED t h a t  t h e  
d e f e n d a n t  i s  g u i l t y  a s  c h a r g e d  and  c o n v i c t e d ;  t h a t  t h e  o f f e n s e  
f o r  which t h e  d e f e n d a n t  i s  ad judged  g u i l t y  h e r e i n  was commit ted 
on o r  abou t  O c t o b e r  16 ,  2003 .  
I T  I S  FURTHER ADJUDGED t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  i s  s e n t e n c e d  
p u r s u a n t  t o  I d a h o  Code S e c t i o n  19-2513 t o  t h e  c u s t o d y  o f  t h e  
Idaho  S t a t e  Board o f  C o r r e c t i o n ,  t o  be  h e i d  a n d  i n c a r c e r a t e d  by 
s a i d  3 o a r d  i n  a s u i t a b l e  p l a c e  on t h e  M U R D E R  I N  THE FIRST CEGREE 
t o  llfe i n  p r i s o n  w i t h o u t  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  p a r o l e ,  c r e d i t  f c r  
600  days  and s e n t e n c e  on t h e  MURDER I N  THE SECOND 3EGEE c h a r g e  i s  
for a p e r i o d  o f  f i f t e e n  (15) y e a r s  f i x e d ,  c o n c u r r e n t  w l t h  Count 
I ,  w i t h  c r e d i t  f o r  5 0 0  d a y s .  
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendant's court costs, 
fines and restitution will be determined at a hearing to be held 
on August 16, 2005 at 1:30 p . m . ;  
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be committed to the 
custody of the Sheriff of Elmore County, Idaho, for delivery 
FORTHWITH and within 7 days, to the custody of the Idaho State 
Board of Correction at the Idaho State Penitentiary or other 
f a c i l i t y  within the State designated by the State Board of 
Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk deliver a certified 
copy of this Judgment and Commitment to the said Sheriff, which 
shall serve as the commitment of the defendant. 
Dated this day of June, 2005. 
D,&trict Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I h e r e b y  c e r t i f y  t h a t  o n  t h i s  d a y  o f  J u n e ,  2 0 0 5 ,  I 
maiLed ( s e r v e d )  a t r u e  a n d  c o r r e c t  c o p y  o f  t h e  w i t h i n  
i n s t r u m e n t  t o :  
E l n o r e  County  P r o s e c u t o r  Elmore Coun ty  P u b l i c  D e f e n d e r  
I n t e r d e p a r t m e n t a l  M a i l  I n t e r d e p a r t m e n t a l  M a i l  
C a r o l e e  K e l l y  
Depar tment  o f  C o r r e c t i o n  
C e n t r a l  Reco rds  
1 2 9 9  N o r t h  O r c h a r d ,  S u i t e  110  
B o i s e ,  I d a h o  83706  
Elmore County  J a i l  
I n t e r d e p a r t m e n t a l  M a i l  
GAIL BEST 
C l e r k  o f  t h e  D i s t r i c t  C o u r t  
By: 
Deputy  C o u r t  C l e r k  
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I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 0 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMQRE 
THE STATE O F  I D A H O ,  
P l a i n t i f f ,  
VS. 
ALBERT A .  CICCONE, 
DOB
SSN
) Case  No. CR-2003-4441 
1 
1 **MENDED* * 
) JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT 
1 
1 
D e f e n d a n t .  1 
On t h e  7 t h  d a y  o f  J u n e ,  2005, b e f o r e  t h e  H o n o r a b l e  Michae l  
E .  W e t h e r e l l ,  D i s t r i c t  Judge ,  p e r s o n a l l y  a p p e a r e d  Aaron B a z z o l i ,  
P r o s e c u t i n g  A t t o r n e y  f o r  t h e  County o f  Elmore,  S t a t e  o f  I d a h o ,  
and  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  w i t h  h i s  a t t o r n e y  T e r r y  R a t l i f f ,  t h i s  b e i n g  t h e  
t i m e  f i x e d  f o r  p r o n o u n c i n g  judgment i n  t h i s  m a t t e r .  
The d e f e n d a n t  was i n f o r m e d  by t h e  C o u r t  o f  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  
I n f o r m a t i o n  f i l e d  a g a i n s t  him f o r  t h e  crimes o f  MURDER I N  THE 
FIRST DEGREE, Fe lony ,  I . C .  S18-4001-1, two c o u n t s ,  a n d  o f  h i s  
a r r a i g n m e n t  t h e r e o n  on F e b r u a r y  2 ,  2004; f o u n d  " G u i l t y "  by j u r y  
t r i a l  t h e r e t o  on J a n u a r y  26,  2005 o f  t h e  crimes o f  MURDER I N  THE 
FIRST DEGREE, f e l o n y ,  I . C .  18-4001-1 and  MURDER I N  THE SECOND 
DEGREE, f e l o n y ,  I . C .  18-4001-11; and  o f  t h e  r e c e i p t  and  r e v i e w  o f  
a p r e s e n t e n c e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n  r e p o r t .  
JUDGMENT - Page 1 
The C o u r t  a s k e d  whe the r  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  had any  o b j e c t i o n s  
o r  c o r r e c t i o n s  t o  b e  made t o  t h e  p r e s e n t e n c e  r e p o r t  t o  which 
minor c o r r e c t i o n  were made. 
The Cour t  a s k e d  whe the r  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  had w i t n e s s e s  o r  
e v i d e n c e  t o  p r e s e n t  on a h e a r i n g  i n  m i t i g a t i o n  of punishment ;  
h e a r d  s t a t e m e n t s  from c o u n s e l ;  and gave  d e f e n d a n t  a n  
o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  make a s t a t e m e n t .  
The d e f e n d a n t  was a s k e d  i f  he had any l e g a l  c a u s e  t o  show 
why judgment s h o u l d  n o t  b e  pronounced a g a i n s t  him, t o  which h e  
r e p l i e d  t h a t  he  had none.  
And no s u f f i c i e n t  c a u s e  b e i n g  shown o r  a p p e a r i n g  t o  t h e  
Cour t  why judgment s h o u l d  n o t  be  r e n d e r e d ;  
I T  I S  THEREFORE ORDERED, A D J U D G E D  A N D  DECREED t h a t  t h e  
d e f e n d a n t  i s  g u i l t y  a s  c h a r g e d  and c o n v i c t e d ;  t h a t  t h e  o f f e n s e  
f o r  which t h e  d e f e n d a n t  i s  adjudged g u i l t y  h e r e i n  was committed 
on o r  abou t  Oc tober  1 6 ,  2003. 
I T  I S  FURTHER A D J U D G E D  t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  i s  s e n t e n c e d  
p u r s u a n t  t o  Idaho  Code S e c t i o n  19-2513 t o  t h e  c u s t o d y  of  t h e  
Idaho S t a t e  Board of  C o r r e c t i o n ,  t o  b e  h e l d  and i n c a r c e r a t e d  by 
s a i d  Board i n  a  s u i t a b l e  p l a c e  on t h e  MURDER I N  THE FIRST DEGREE 
t o  l i f e  i n  p r i s o n  w i t h o u t  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  p a r o l e ,  c r e d i t  f o r  
600  days  and t h e  s e n t e n c e  on t h e  MURDER I N  THE SECOND DEGREE i s  
f o r  a  p e r i o d  o f  f i f t e e n  ( 1 5 )  y e a r s  f i x e d ,  c o n c u r r e n t  w i t h  Count 
I ,  c r e d i t  f o r  600 d a y s .  
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IT I S  FURTHER ADJUDGED t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t s  c o u r t  c o s t s ,  
f i n e s  a n d  r e s t i t u t i o n  w i l l  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  a t  a  h e a r i n g  t o  b e  h e l d  
on Augus t  1 6 ,  2005 a t  1:30 p.m.;  
IT  I S  FURTHER ORDERED t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  b e  c o m m i t t e d  t o  t h e  
c u s t o d y  o f  t h e  S h e r i f f  o f  E lmore  County ,  I d a h o ,  f o r  d e l i v e r y  
FORTHWITH a n d  w i t h i n  7 d a y s ,  t o  t h e  c u s t o d y  o f  t h e  I d a h o  S t a t e  
Board o f  C o r r e c t i o n  a t  t h e  I d a h o  S t a t e  P e n i t e n t i a r y  o r  o t h e r  
f a c i l i t y  w i t h i n  t h e  S t a t e  d e s i g n a t e d  by  t h e  S t a t e  Board  o f  
C o r r e c t i o n .  
IT  I S  FURTHER ORDERED t h a t  t h e  C l e r k  d e l i v e r  a  c e r t i f i e d  
copy  o f  t h i s  Judgment  a n d  Commitment t o  t h e  s a i d  S h e r i f f ,  which 
s h a l l  serve as  t h e  commitment o f  t h e  d e f e n d a n t .  
4 f  
Dated  t h i s  %/ d a y  o f  J u n e ,  200.5. 
i s t r i c t  J u d g e  
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this day of June, 2005, I 
mailed (served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
ELmore County Prosecutor 
Interdepartmental Mail 
ELmore County Public Defender 
Interdepartmental Mail 
Carolee Kelly 
Department of Correction 
Central Records 
1299 North Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Elmore County Jail 
Interdepartmental Mail 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
By: 
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U m I W  LAW OFmGES, CHTD. 
ELMOm C O W W  SmSTITtrTE PUBLIC DEFEmER 
290 South Second East Street 
Telqbone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
ISB No.: 3598 
Anorney for Appellant 
IN THE DISTmGT COURT OF THE FOWTff DISTHGT OF THE 
STATE OF IDMO EN A&D FOR THE CObTTY OF ELMO= 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 Case No. CR-2003-4441 
Respondent, 1 
1 
VS. 1 NOTICE OF APPEAL 
1 
ALBERT A. CICCONE, 1 
1 
Appellant, 1 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, ALBERT A. CICCONE; STATE OF IDAHO, 
AND ITS A'ITORNEYS, KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE; LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
A ' J T O m Y  GENERAL, STATEHOUSE, BOISE, IDAHO 83720; AND THE CLEW OF 
THE ABOVE-ENTI'TLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TEAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, ALBERT A. CICCONE, appeals against the above named 
Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court fkom that certain Amended Judgment and Commitment 
entered on June 21,2005, by the Honorable Michael E. Wetherell, District Judge, presiding. 
NOTICE OF ilPPEAL - 1 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Suprme Court, and the Decision 
d e s ~ b e d  in paragraph 1 above is applicable for an Appeal order under and p m t  to 
Rule 1 1 (c)(l), I.A.R. 
3. Issum on Appeal: The Appellant is challen&g the previously filed Motions that were 
denied by the District Court. (An Amended Notice of Appeal will be filed outlining each 
issue). 
4. The Pre-Sentence hvestiga~on Report is routinely sealed by the Court, but is not 
requated herein. 
5. (a) Is reporter's transcript requested? Yes 
01) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reportex's 
standard transcript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R.: 
1. Hearing - Anaigrunent - October 17,2003; Judge Boomer; 
2. Hearing - October 30,2003; Judge Sellman; 
3. Hearing - November 26,2003; Judge Sellman; 
4. Hearing - November 19,2003; Judge Sellman; 
5. Hearing - Preliminary - December 12,2003; Judge Sellman; 
6. Hearing - Preliminmy - Jmuary 12,2004; Judge Sellman; 
7. Hearing - Arraignsnent - February 2,2004; Judge Wetherell; 
8. Hearing - Pre-Trial Conference - June 21,2004; Judge Wetherell; 
9. Heasing - Motion to Continue - July 19,2004; Judge Wetherell; 
10. Hearing - Motion for Permissive Appeal - August 16,2004; Judge Wetherell; 
1 1. Hearing - Motion to Dismiss Count I1 - September 7,2004; Judge Wetherell; 
12. Hearing - Motion for Permissive Appeal - October 18,2004; Judge Wetherell; 
13. Hezlring - Pre-Trial Conference - December 20,2004; Judge Wetherell; 
14. Hearing - Motions - January 3,2005; Judge Wetherell; 
15. Jury Trial - December 2 1,20041January 4,2005; Judge Wetherell; 
16. Hearing - Motion for Judgment of AcquittaVNew Trial -March 8,2005; Judge 
Wetherell; 
17. Hearing - Sentencing - March 21,2005; Judge Wetherell; 
18. Hearing - Sentencing - June 7,2005; Judge Wetherell; 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record In 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
a. All briefs of tbe Appellant that were lodged with the Court dwhg the 
proceehgs in the District Court 
7. I cati fy: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
01) (1) - 'I'hat either the reporter of tbe clerk of the district court or 
s&ative agency has been paid the eshated  fee for preparation of the 
cript. 
(2)X'I'hat the appellmt is exempt fiom paying the estimated tmmaipt fee 
because this is a criminal appeal. The Appellant is also indigent. 
(c) (1) - That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record 
has been paid. 
(2) - That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because this is a criminal appeal. The Defendant is 
also indigent. 
(d) (1)-That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
( 2 ) z T h a t  appellant is exempt fiom paying the appellate filing fee because 
this is a c rh im l  appeal. The Appellant is also indigent. 
(e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. (And the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho 
Code.) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
DATED This day of August, 2005. 
UTLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEWBY CERTIFY That I have on this ay of August, 2005, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL, to: 
Kristina Schindele BY: - Hand Delivery 
Elmore County Prosecutor Federal Express 
P.O. Box 607 Certified Mail 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 >c U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
Lawrence Wasden BY: - Hand Delivery 
Attorney General Federal Express 
Attention: Criminal Division Certified Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 7 U.S. Mail 
Boise, ID 83720-001 0 Facsimile Transmission 
Molly J. Huskey BY: - Hand Delivery 
State Appellate Public Defender Federal Express 
3380 Americana Terrace, Ste 360 Certified Mail 
Boise, ID 83720-00 10 U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
Nicole Omsberg BY: - Hand Delivery 
Court Reporter Federal Express 
Elmore County Courthouse Certified Mail 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 347 
Steve Ke-nyon 
I d&o S q r m e  Court 
45 1 State St, 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 





NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMOR 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
VS.  




1 Case No. CR-2003-4441 
i 




It appearing that the above-named defendant is in the custody 
of the Idaho State Board of Correction, and that it is necessary 
that he be brought before the Court for further proceedings. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, that the Sheriff of Elmore County, 
State of Idaho, bring the defendant to the Court in Mountain Home, 
Idaho, County of Elmore, State of Idaho, on Tuesday the 6th day of 
September, 2005, at the hour of 10:OO o'clock a.m. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that the Idaho State Board of 
Correction release the said defendant to the Sheriff of Elmore 
County, State of Idaho, for the purpose of the aforementioned 
appearance and for the Sheriff of Elmore County, State of Idaho, 
to hold said defendant until such time as he is returned to the 
Board of Correction. 
Dated this 17th day of August, 2005. 
ORCER TO TRANSPOZT- Page i 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I ,  G a i l  B e s t ,  h e r e b y  c e r t i f y  t h a t  on t h i s  1 7 t h  day o f  Augus t ,  
2005, a c r u e  a n d  correct copy of t h e  ORDER was served o r  m a i l e d ,  
p o s t a g e  p r e p a i d ,  a n d  a d d r e s s e d  a s  f o l l o w s :  
G a r o l e e  K e l l y  
Records  A d m i n i s t r a t o r  
Dept .  o f  C o r r e c t i o n s  
C e n t r a l  Reco rds  
1299 Nor th  O r c h a r d ,  S u i t e  110 
B o i s e ,  I D  83706 
Faxed t o :  327-7444 
I n t e r d e p a r t m e n t a l  M a i l  
S h e r i f f  
P r o s e c u t o r  
P u b l i c  De fende r  
GAIL BEST 
C l e r k  o f  t h e  Dis t r ic t  C o u r t  
B 
Deputy C l e r k  
3 R D Z 3  TO TRANSPCRT- Page 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
COURT MINUTES 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 











Kristina Schindele Counsel for Plaintiff 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Terry Ratlif f Counsel for Defendant 
Substitute Public Defender 
Time and date set for RESTITUTION HEARING, defendant present, in 
custody. 
Tape No. A274-05 2538 - 2679 
12:43 p.m. Call of case. 
Mr. Ratliff advised the Court that they would not be challenging 
the restitution report. 
Court inquires as to whether the defendant will be able to pay. 
Mr. Crawford stated that the defendant may have assets that could 
be sold, other wise with a life sentence probably cannot pay. 
Mr. Ratliff advised the court that assets have either been 
repossessed or seized. 
Court will take the matter under advisement. 
CCC'iiT MINUTES - SEPTEPiBE!? 6, 2CC5 
Page - i 
12:45 p.m. end. 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
B 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES - SEPTEMBER 6, 2005 
Page - 2 
Reporter: N. Omsberg 
Clerk: T. McCain 
Reporter's Est. $ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOUIiTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 





) Case No. CR-2003-0004441 
1 
) 
) MEMORANDW DECISION AND 
) ORDER W :  WSTITUTION 
) 
1 
On June 21, 2005 the court filed an Amended Judgment and Commitment in the 
above captioned case. The defendant was convicted of Count I, Murder in the First 
Degree, for which he was sentenced to life without the possibility of parole, and Count 11, 
Murder in the Second Degree, for which he was sentenced to fifteen years fixed, 
concunent with Count I. The defendant's court costs, fines and restitution were to be 
determined at a hearing. 
On September 6, 2005, a restitution hearing was held. According to the 
Restitution Report, the state asserted the defendant owes $25,448.85. Counsel for the 
defense advised the court the defendant would not challenge the restitution report. 
Whether to order restitution, and in what amount, are matters to be determined 
within the discretion of the trial court. State v. Rzrssell, 126 Idaho 38, 39, 878 P.2d 212, 
t 1 3 (Ct. App. 1 993). "The determination of the amount of restitution is a question of fact 
for the trial court.. ." State v. Hamilton, 129 Idaho 938, 943, 935 P.2d 201, 206 (Gt. App. 
1997). 
1n detemining whether to order restitution, and the amount thereof, the court 
must consider the following: 
I )  The amount of economic loss sustained by the victims as a result of the 
offense. 
2) The financial resources, needs and earning ability of the defendant. 
3) Such other factors as the court deems appropriate. 
4) The iinrnediate inability to pay restitution by a defendant shall not be, in and 
of itself, a reason to not order restitution. 
I.C. 19-5304(7). 
In this case the state has submitted a detailed Restitution Report, which the 
defendant is not challenging. There is some question as to the defendant's ability to pay 
restitution, which is a factor the court must consider. The defendant is serving a life 
sentence without the possibility of parole. However, the state believes the defendant may 
have assets that could be sold. 
Therefore, the court hereby grants restitution as requested, and the defendant is 
ordered to pay restitution in the amount of $25,448.85. - - 
rJ 
SO ORDERED AND DATED  THIS^ day of September 2005 
D' rict Judge F' 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 3rd day of October, 2005, 






SUSTITUTE PUBLIC DEFENDER - - 
Interdepartmental Mail 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
. . $ .  r, r "  
I N  THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRI 
- - - + -  
.. - 3 1  THE STATE OF IDAHO, I N  AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  SLMORE; ' - f : r  ; ; y  
THE STATE OF I D A H O ,  1 
1 
P l a i n r i f f ,  ) 
ALBERT A .  GIGGONE, 
DOB: 
SSN:
D e f e n d a n t .  
f 
) C a s e  No. GR-2003-4441 
1 
1 **AMENDED** 




Gn t h e  7 t h  d a y  o f  J u n e ,  2005,  b e f o r e  t h e  H o n o r a b l e  M i c h a e l  
E. W e t h e r e l l ,  Dis t r ic t  J u d g e ,  p e r s o n a l l y  a p p e a r e d  Aaron  B a z z o l i ,  
P r o s e c u t i n g  A t t o r n e y  f o r  t h e  County  o f  E lmore ,  S t a t e  o f  I d a h o ,  
and  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  w i t h  h i s  a t t o r n e y  T e r r y  R a t l i f f ,  t h i s  b e i n g  t h e  
t i m e  f i x e d  f o r  p r o n o u n c i n g  judgment  i n  t h i s  m a t t e r .  
The d e f e n d a n t  was i n f o r m e d  by  t h e  C o u r t  o f  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  
I n f o r m a t i o n  f i l e d  a g a i n s t  him f o r  t h e  c r i m e s  o f  MURCER I N  THE 
FIRST DEGREE,  F e l o n y ,  I . C .  518-4001-1, two c o u n t s ,  a n d  o f  h i s  
a r r a i g n m e n t  t h e r e o n  on  F e b r u a r y  2 ,  2004;  f o u n d  " G u i l t y "  by  j u r y  
t r i a l  t h e r e t o  on J a n u a r y  26 ,  2005 o f  t h e  c r i m e s  o f  M U R D E R  I N  THE 
FIRST DEGREE, f e l o n y ,  I . C .  18-4001-1 a n d  MURDER I N  THE SECOND 
CEGREE,  f e l o n y ,  I . C .  18-4001-11; and  o f  t h e  r e c e i p t  and  r e v i e w  of 
p resec tenc?  i ~ v e s t l g a t l a n  r e p o r t .  
T h e  Court a s k e d  w h e t h e r  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  h a d  a n y  o b j e c t i o n s  
o r  c o r r e c t i o n s  t o  b e  made t o  t h e  p r e s e n t e n c e  r e p o r t  t o  which  
mino r  c o r r e c t i o n  were  made.  
The C o u r t  a s k e d  w h e t h e r  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  had w i t n e s s e s  o r  
e v s d e n c e  t o  p r e s e n t  on  a  h e a r i n g  i n  m i t i g a t i o n  o f  p u n i s h m e n t ;  
h e a r d  s t a t e m e n t s  f rom c o u n s e l ;  a n d  gave d e f e n d a n t  a n  
o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  make a s t a t e m e n t .  
The d e f e n d a n t  was a s k e d  i f  h e  had  a n y  l e g a l  c a u s e  t o  show 
why judgment  s h o u l d  n o t  b e  p ronounced  a g a i n s t  him, t o  which  h e  
r e p l i e d  t h a t  h e  h a d  n o n e .  
And no s u f f i c i e n t  c a u s e  b e i n g  shown o r  a p p e a r i n g  t o  t h e  
C o u r t  why judgment  s h o u l d  n o t  b e  r e n d e r e d ;  
IT I S  THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED t h a t  t h e  
d e f e n d a n t  i s  g u i l t y  a s  c h a r g e d  a n d  c o n v i c t e d ;  t h a t  t h e  o f f e n s e  
f o r  which t h e  d e f e n d a n t  i s  a d j u d g e d  g u i l t y  h e r e i n  was commi t t ed  
on  o r  a b o u t  O c t o b e r  1 6 ,  2003 .  
I T  I S  FURTHER ADJUDGED t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  i s  s e n t e n c e d  
p u r s u a n t  t o  I d a h o  Code S e c t i o n  19-2513 t o  t h e  c u s t o d y  o f  t h e  
I d a h o  S t a t e  Board  o f  C o r r e c t i o n ,  t o  b e  h e l d  a n d  i n c a r c e r a t e d  by  
s a i d  Board i n  a  s u i t a b l e  p l a c e  on t h e  MURDER I N  THE FIRST DEGREE 
t o  l i f e  i n  p r i s o n  w i t h o u t  t h e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  pa ro , e ,  c r e d i t  f o r  
6SC d a y s  a n d  t h e  s e n t e n c e  on  t h e  MURDER I N  THE SECOND DEGREE i s  
for a p e r i o d  o f  f i f t e e n  ( 1 5 )  y e a r s  f i x e d ,  c o n c u r r e n t  w i t h  Count  
i, c r e d i t  f o r  6C0 d a y s .  
IT I S  FURTHER ORDERED t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  s h a l l  p a y  
restitution i n  t h e  amount o f  $ 2 5 , 4 4 8 . 8 5  t o  t h e  v i c t i m s  o f  h i s  
o f f e n s e ;  
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED t h a t  t h e  d e f e n d a n t  b e  c o m m i t t e d  t o  t h e  
c u s t o d y  o f  t h e  S h e r i f f  o f  Elmore County ,  I d a h o ,  f o r  d e l i v e r y  
FORTHWITH a n d  w i t h i n  7 d a y s ,  t o  t h e  c u s t o d y  o f  t h e  I d a h o  S t a t e  
Board o f  C o r r e c t i o n  a t  t h e  I d a h o  S t a t e  P e n i t e n t i a r y  o r  o t h e r  
f a c i l i t y  w i t h i n  t h e  S t a t e  d e s i g n a t e d  b y  t h e  S t a t e  Board  o f  
C o r r e c t i o n .  
IT  I S  FURTHER ORDERED t h a t  t h e  C l e r k  d e l i v e r  a  c e r t i f i e d  
CODY o f  t h i s  Judgment  a n d  Commitment t o  t h e  s a i d  S h e r i f f ,  which 
s h a l l  s e r v e  a s  t h e  commitment o f  t h e  d e f e n d a n t .  
Dated t h i s  3d d a y  o f  O c t o b e r ,  2005 .  
GUDGMENT - Page 3 
CERTIFICATE OF NAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 4 day of October, 2iC5, 
I mailed (served) a true and correct copy of the within 
instrument to: 
Eimore County Prosecutor 
Interdepartmental Nail 
Terry Ratliff 
Substitute Public Defender 
Interdepartmental Nail 
Carolee Kelly 
Department of Correction 
Central Records 
1299 North Orchard, Suite 110 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
GAIL BEST 
Clerk of the District Court 
By : 
Deputy Court Clerk 
JUCGMENT - Page 4 
mISTINA M. SCHIJVDELE 
ELMO= COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTOWEY 
190 South 4th East 
Post Office Box 607 
Momtain Home, Idaho 83647 
TELEPHONE: (208) 587-2144 (EXT 503) FAX: (208)587-2147 
I.S.B. No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRXCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN'IY OF ELMOm 
THE STATE OF DAI-IO, 1 
1 Case No. CR-2003-0004441 
Plaintiff, 1 ORDER FOR RESTITUTION 
VS. 1 AND CIVIL JUDGMENT 
ALBERT A. CICCONE, 1 
Defendant. 1 
W E M A S ,  On the 7TH June, 2005, a n b e n d e d  Judgment and Conviction for the offenses of 
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE and MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE was entered against 
Defendant, ALBERT A. CICCONE; and therefore, p m m t  to Idaho Code Section 19-5304, and based 
on evidence presented to this Court, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That Defendant, ALBERT A. CICCONE, shall make restitution to 
the following: 
1. Kathy Figueredo 
10867 N. KR Ranch Road 
Tipauk, Id. 83647 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$4903.15 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND CIVIL JUDGMENT - page 1 
,ica Herr 
67 N. KR Ranch Road 
muk, Id. 83647 ..................................................... $3690.80 
is Terry 
9 College Ave. 
:re& WA 98203 ................................................... .$4660.00 
nhew Terry 
Zane Avenue 
:kledge, PN 1 9046.. .............................................. .$697 1.0 1 
ne Victims Compensation Program 
ustrial Commission 
1. Box 83720 
se, Id. 83720-0041 ................................................ .$5223 -89 
................................ TAL Restitution due and owing $25448.85 
1 rmtituti.0~ as per the Judgment of Conviction filed with the Court, shall be due and owing as 
xest on said restitution amount shall be computed at the statutory interest rate for judgments 
!8-22-104), with said interest computation to begin on June 7,2005. 
RTHER, This Order shall constitute a Civil Judgment against Defendant, ALBERT A. 
RTHER, The defendant is advised that he may appeal this judgment, or request relief fkom the 
ant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, within 42 days of the date below. 
3R RESTITUTION AND CIVIL JUDGMENT - page 2 
3 1"I "r 
S 








IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED This ay of October, 2005. 
ORDER FOR RESTITUTION AND CIVIL JUDGMENT - page 3 
T E m Y  S. RATLIFF 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South 2nd East Street 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Bar Number: 3598 
Attorney for DefendmtfAppellmt 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO 
1 Case No.: CR-2003-4441 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 
VS. 1 MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT 
OF STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
ALBERT CICCONE, DEFENDER 
1 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW ALBERT CICCONE by and through his attorney, Terry S. Ratliff of 
Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves this Court for its Order pursuant to Idaho Code 
5 19-867, et seq, and Rule 13 (b), (1 2) and (1 9) appointing the State Appellate Public Defender's 
Office to represent the above-named Defendant-Appellant in all fbrther appellate proceedings 
and allowing trial counsel for Defendant to withdraw as counsel of record. 
This motion is brought on the ground and for the reason that the Defendant-Appellant is 
currently being represented by this Counsel and Office, as Public Defender in and for the County 
of Elmore, and the State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent the 
Defendant-Appellant in all felony appellate proceedings. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER - Page 1 
Further, it is in the interest of justice for that Office to represent the Defendant-Appellant 
in this case since the Defendant-Appellant is indigent, and any hrther proceedings in this case 
will be at the appellate level. 
DATED 'This day of February, 2006. 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on this 3 day of February, 2006, served a copy of 
the within and foregoing MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER to: 
Molly J. Huskey By: Hand Delivery 
State Appellate Public Defender Federal Express 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane Certified Mail 
Boise, ID 83703 X U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Transmission 
Kristina Schindele By: ,y Hand Delivery 
Elmore County Prosecutor Federal Express 
P.O. Box 607 U.S. Mail 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 Facsimile Transmission 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER - Page 2 
3 w  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JmICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
I. 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF E&Mb-- 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS . 




) CASE NO. CR-2003-4441 
) NOTICE AND ORDER 
) APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
) PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT 
) APPEAL 
TO: OFFICE OF THE IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUEJLIC DEFENDER 
The above named defendant appeared before this Court on 
the charges of MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE and MURDER IN THE 
SECOND DEGREE and was duly convicted of said offenses on the 
7th day of June, 2005 and sentenced to the Idaho State Board 
of Correction, to life in prison without the possibility of 
parole on the MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE charge and fifteen 
(15) years fixed on the MURDER IN THE SECOND DEGREE charge. 
The Defendant has requested the aid of counsel in 
pursuing a direct appeal from the felony conviction in this 
District Court; 
The Court being satisfied that said Defendant is a 
needy person entitled to the services of the State Appellate 
Public Defender pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-852 and 
19-854 and the services of the State Appellate Defender are 
available pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-863A; 
NOTICE AND ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL - Page 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, in accordance with the Idaho Code 
Section 19-870, that the State Appellate Public Defender is 
appointed to represent the Defendant in all matters as 
indicated herein, or until relieved by this Court's order. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, pursuant to Idaho Code Section 
19-863, that the county shall bear the cost of producing 
documents. 
DATED This day of February, 2006. 
NOTICE AND ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL - Page 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 7th day of February, 
2006, served a true and correct copy of the attached ORDER 
APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL 
by placing a copy in the United States mail, postage 
prepaid, addressed as follows: 
Clerks Office 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Court of Appeals 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0101 
Molly Huskey 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
Statehouse Mail 
P.O. Box 83720 




Clerk of the District Court 
I mqh Deputy Clerk 
NOTICE AND ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
IN DIRECT APPEAL - Page 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 





vs . ) Supreme Court 
) Case No. 32179 
ALBERT A. CICCONE, ) 
)CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
) 
~efendant/~ppellant. ) 
I, Clerk the District Court the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits which were offered 




















Olaso's Police Report 
Diagram 
Burger King Sack 































































Drawing - Illustritive 





Drawing - Illustritive 
Event Sheet 













Patient Care Form 
Reflective Belt 
Business Card 
Chart with Photographs 
(Submitted as Photograph) 
Chart with Photographs 







Page of Photographs 
Brown Prescription Bottle 
White Vitamin Bottle 
White Box - Prescription 
Deposition 
Video Tape 
Chart with Photographs 
(Submitted as Photograph) 
Baseline Diagram 
(Submitted as Photograph) 
Purse 



































































(Submitted as Photograph) 








Officer Rice's Report 
Dr. Andrew's ER Report 
Photograph 
Dr. Ruth's ER Notes 
Family Advocacy Referral 
Family Advocacy Intake 






























CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
D E m m A N T ' S  EXHIBITS 
A Drawing 
B Drawing 
G Officer Olaso Notes 
D Officer Olaso Notes 
£3 Drawing 
F Web Sheet 
G By1 aws 
I Psychological Assessment 
J Progress Notes 



































AND I CERTIFY that the following will be submitted as 
exhibits to this Record: 
Memorandum In Support of Motion To Dismiss Count Two 
of the Information 
Memorandum In Support of Motion To Dismiss With 
Prejudice For Violations of Speedy Trial Rights 
Transcripts for the following hearings: 
Arraignment - October 17, 2003 
Preliminary hearing - October 30, 2003 
November 19, 2003 
November 26, 2003 
December 12, 2003 
December 29, 2003 
January 12, 2004 
District Court Arraignment - February 2, 2004 
Pre-trial Conference - June 21, 2004 
Motion To Continue - July 19, 2004 
Motion For Permissive Appeal - August 16, 2004 
Motion To Dismiss Count I1 - September 7, 2004 
Motion For Permissive Appeal - October 18, 2004 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
Pre-trial Conference - December 20, 2004 
Mist. Motions - January 3, 2005 
Jury Trial - December 21, 2004 - January 26, 2005 
Motion For Judgment of AcquittalfNew Trial - 
March 8, 2005 
Sentencing - March 21, 2005 
Sentencing - June 7, 2005 
e&i&kal ECLX;C - Pu - * .hjshh 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunt y hand and 
e seal of the sald Court this day of 
, 2007. 
#@+pp f.kir",", F:'
Cler o? t e District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
"3.4 
In the Supreme Coult-e of the State of Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plainti ff-Respondent, 
v. 




) ORDER GRANDING UNCONTESTED 
) MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD 
1 
) Supreme Court Docket No. 32179-2005 
) Elmore County Docket No. 2003-4441 
) 
) 
An UNCONTESTED MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD with attachment 
"Appendix A" and CERTIFICATE OF UNCONTESTED MOTION was filed by counsel for 
Respondent on May 13, 2009, requesting augmentation of the record on appeal with this affidavit as 
it is necessary to complete the record on appeal and to address the speedy trial claim at issue in this 
case. The Court is fully advised, good cause appearing, 
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Respondents' UNCONTESTED MOTION TO 
AUGMENT THE RECORD be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall 
include the document listed below, a file stamped copy of which accompanied this Motion, as an 
EXHIBIT : 
1. Affidavit in Support of Motion to Continue, file stamped July 16,2004. 
DATED this I 8' day of May 2009. 
By Order of the Court of Appeals 
stephen W. Kenyon, Uerk 
I!! 
I 1 ORDER GRANTING UNCONTESTED MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - Docket No. 32 179-2005 I l l  34- 5- 4 
ti I* 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIa DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 





vs . ) Supreme Court 
) Case No. 32179, 
) 




I, MARSA GRIMMETT, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct 
and complete record of the pleadings and documents requested by 
Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in 
the above entitled cause, see Clerk's Certificate of Exhibits, 
will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with 
the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record. 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
the seal of the said Court this 27th day of July, 2007. 
MARSA GRIMMETT 
Clerk of the District Court 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 





vs . ) Supreme Court 
) Case No. 32179 
ALBERT A. CICCONE, ) 




I, MARSA GRIMMETT, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Elmore, do hereby certify that I have personally served or mailed, 
by United States Mail, one copy of the REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and 
CLERK'S RECORD to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as 
follows : 
Lawrence G. Wasden Molly Huskey 
ATTORNEY GENERAL STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Statehouse Mail 3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
P.O. Box 83720 Boise, ID 83703 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed 
the seal of the said Court this 27th day of July, 2007. 
MARSA GRIMMETT 
Clerk of the District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
